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Abstrat

This manual desribes OOMMF (Objet Oriented Miromagneti Framework), a

publi domain miromagnetis program developed at the National Institute of Stan-

dards and Tehnology. The program is designed to be portable, exible, and extensible,

with a user-friendly graphial interfae. The ode is written in C++ and Tl/Tk. Tar-

get systems inlude a wide range of Unix platforms, Windows NT, and Windows 95/98.
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Dislaimer

This software was developed at the National Institute of Standards and Tehnology by

employees of the Federal Government in the ourse of their oÆial duties. Pursuant to Title

17, United States Code, Setion 105, this software is not subjet to opyright protetion and

is in the publi domain.

OOMMF is an experimental system. NIST assumes no responsibility whatsoever for

its use by other parties, and makes no guarantees, expressed or implied, about its quality,

reliability, or any other harateristi. We would appreiate aknowledgement if the software

is used.

Commerial equipment and software referred to on these pages is identi�ed for informa-

tional purposes only, and does not imply reommendation of or endorsement by the National

Institute of Standards and Tehnology, nor does it imply that the produts so identi�ed are

neessarily the best available for the purpose.
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1 Overview of OOMMF

The goal of the OOMMF

1

(Objet Oriented Miromagneti Framework) projet in the Infor-

mation Tehnology Laboratory (ITL) at the National Institute of Standards and Tehnology

(NIST) is to develop a portable, extensible publi domain miromagneti program and asso-

iated tools. This ode will form a ompletely funtional miromagnetis pakage, but will

also have a well doumented, exible programmer's interfae so that people developing new

ode an swap their own ode in and out as desired. The main ontributors to OOMMF are

Mike Donahue and Don Porter.

In order to allow a programmer not familiar with the ode as a whole to add modi�ations

and new funtionality, we feel that an objet oriented approah is ritial, and have settled

on C++ as a good ompromise with respet to availability, funtionality, and portability.

In order to allow the ode to run on a wide variety of systems, we are writing the interfae

and glue ode in Tl/Tk

2

. This enables our ode to operate aross a wide range of Unix

platforms, Windows NT, and Windows 95/98.

The ode may atually be modi�ed at 3 distint levels. At the top level, individual

programs interat via well-de�ned protools aross network sokets. One may onnet these

modules together in various ways from the user interfae, and new modules speaking the

same protool an be transparently added. The seond level of modi�ation is at the Tl/Tk

sript level. Some modules allow Tl/Tk sripts to be imported and exeuted at run time,

and the top level sripts are relatively easy to modify or replae. At the lowest level, the

C++ soure is provided and an be modi�ed, although at present there is no doumentation

detailing this proess.

The �rst portion of OOMMF released was a magnetization �le display program alled

mmDisp. A working release

3

of the omplete OOMMF projet is now available. This

inludes a problem editor, a 2D miromagneti solver, and several display widgets, inluding

an updated version of mmDisp. The solver an be ontrolled by an interative interfae

(Se. 9), or through a sophistiated bath ontrol system (Se. 15).

The solver is based on a miromagneti ode that Mike Donahue and Bob MMihael

had previously developed. It utilizes a heavily damped Landau-Lifshitz ODE solver to relax

3D spins on a 2D mesh of square ells, using FFT's to ompute the self-magnetostati

(demag) �eld. Anisotropy, applied �eld, and initial magnetization an be varied pointwise,

and arbitrarily shaped elements an be modeled. We are urrently working on a full 3D

version of this ode suitable for modeling layered materials.

1

http://math.nist.gov/oommf/

2

http://www.sriptis.om/

3

http://math.nist.gov/oommf/software.html
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If you want to reeive email noti�ation of updates to this projet, register your email

address with the \�Mag Announement" mailing list:

http://www.tms.nist.gov/~rdm/email-list.html.
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2 Installation

2.1 Requirements

OOMMF software is written in C++ and Tl. It uses the Tl-based Tk Windowing Toolkit

to reate graphial user interfaes that are portable to many varieties of Unix as well as

Mirosoft Windows 95/98/NT.

Tl and Tk must be installed before installing OOMMF. Tl and Tk are available for

free download from Sriptis Corporation

4

. We reommend the latest stable versions of Tl

and Tk onurrent with this release of OOMMF. OOMMF requires at least Tl version 7.5

and Tk version 4.1 on Unix platforms, and requires at least Tl version 7.6 and Tk version

4.2 on Mirosoft Windows platforms. OOMMF software does not support any alpha or beta

versions of Tl/Tk, and eah release of OOMMF may not work with later releases of Tl/Tk.

Chek the release dates of both OOMMF and Tl/Tk to ensure ompatibility.

A Tl/Tk installation inludes two shell programs. The names of these programs may

vary depending on the Tl/Tk version and the type of platform. The �rst shell program

ontains an interpreter for the base Tl language. In the OOMMF doumentation we refer

to this program as tlsh. The seond shell program ontains an interpreter for the base

Tl language extended by the Tl ommands supplied by the Tk toolkit. In the OOMMF

doumentation we refer to this program as wish. Consult your Tl/Tk doumentation to

determine the atual names of these programs on your platform (for example, tlsh80.exe

or wish4.2).

OOMMF appliations ommuniate via TCP/IP network sokets. This means that

OOMMF requires support for networking, even on a stand-alone mahine. At a minimum,

OOMMF must be able to aess the loopbak interfae so that the host an talk to itself

using TCP/IP.

The OOMMF soure distribution unpaks into a diretory tree ontaining about 400 �les

and diretories, oupying between 5 and 6 MB of storage. Compiling and linking for eah

platform onsumes approximately an additional 5 MB of storage. The OOMMF distribution

ontaining Windows exeutables unpaks into a diretory tree oupying about 8 MB of

storage. Note: On a non-ompressed FAT16 �le system on a large disk, OOMMF may

take up muh more disk spae. This is beause on suh systems, the minimum size of any

�le is large, as muh as 32 KB. Sine this is muh larger than many �les in the OOMMF

distribution require, a great deal of disk spae is wasted.

To build OOMMF software from soure ode, you will need a C++ ompiler apable of

handling C++ templates, as well as other software development utilities for your platform.

4

http://www.sriptis.om/
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We do development and test builds on the following platforms, although porting to others

should not be diÆult:

Platform Compilers

AIX Gnu g

Alpha/Digital UNIX Gnu g

Alpha/Linux Gnu g/egs

Alpha/Windows NT Mirosoft Visual C++

HP-UX HP C++ (front)

Intel/Linux Gnu g/egs

Intel/Windows NT, 95, 98 Mirosoft Visual C++, Cygwin g

MIPS/IRIX 6 (SGI) MIPSpro C++

SPARC/Solaris Sun Workshop C++, Gnu g

SPARC/SunOS 4 Sun Workshop C++, Gnu g

2.2 Basi Installation

Follow the instrutions in the following setions, in order, to prepare OOMMF software for

use on your omputer.

2.2.1 Download

The latest release of the OOMMF software may be retrieved from the OOMMF down-

load page

5

. Eah release is available in two formats. The �rst format is a gzipped tar �le

ontaining an arhive of all the OOMMF soure ode. The seond format is a .zip om-

pressed arhive ontaining soure ode and pre-ompiled exeutables for Mirosoft Windows

95/98/NT running on an x86-based miroproessor system and ompatible with Tl/Tk ver-

sion 8.0. Other release formats, e.g., pre-ompiled exeutables for Mirosoft Windows NT

running on a Digital Alpha Systems RISC-based miroproessor system, and/or ompatible

with Tl/Tk version 8.1 or Tl/Tk version 7.6/4.2 may be made available on request.

For the �rst format, unpak the distribution arhive using gunzip and tar:

gunzip - oommf10b2_19990727.tar.gz | tar xvf -

For the other format(s), you will need a utility program to unpak the .zip arhive. This

program must preserve the diretory struture of the �les in the arhive, and it must be able

to generate �les with names not limited to the traditional MSDOS 8.3 format. Some very

5

http://math.nist.gov/oommf/software.html
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old versions of the pkzip utility do not have these properties. One utility program whih is

known to work is UnZip

6

. Using your utility, unpak the .zip arhive, e.g.

unzip oommf10b2_19990727.zip

For either distribution format, the unpaking sequene reates a subdiretory oommf

whih ontains all the �les and diretories of the OOMMF distribution. If a subdiretory

named oommf already existed (say, from an earlier OOMMF release), then �les in the new

distribution overwrite those of the same name already on the disk. Some are may be needed

in that irumstane to be sure that the resulting mix of �les from an old and a new OOMMF

distribution ombine to reate a working set of �les.

2.2.2 Chek Your Platform Con�guration

After downloading and unpaking the OOMMF software distribution, all the OOMMF soft-

ware is ontained in a subdiretory named oommf. Start a ommand line interfae (a shell

on Unix, or the MS-DOS Prompt on Mirosoft Windows), and hange the working dire-

tory to the diretory oommf. Find the Tl shell program installed as part of your Tl/Tk

installation. In this manual we all the Tl shell program tlsh, but the atual name of the

exeutable depends on the release of Tl/Tk and your platform type. Consult your Tl/Tk

doumentation.

In the root diretory of the OOMMF distribution is a �le named platform.tl. It

will print a summary of your platform on�guration when it is evaluated by tlsh. This

summary desribes your platform type, your C++ ompiler, and your Tl/Tk installation.

As an example, here is the typial output from platform.tl on a Linux/Alpha system:

$ tlsh platform.tl

<24537> platform info:

OOMMF release 1.0b2

Platform Name: linalp

C++ ompiler: /usr/bin/g

Tl onfiguration file: /usr/loal/lib/tlConfig.sh

tlsh: /usr/loal/bin/tlsh8.0

Tl release: 8.0.5 (onfig) 8.0.5 (running)

Tk onfiguration file: /usr/loal/lib/tkConfig.sh

wish: /usr/loal/bin/wish8.0

Tk release: 8.0.5 (onfig) 8.0.5 (running)

6

http://www.drom.om/pub/infozip/UnZip.html
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If platform.tl doesn't print a summary like that, it should instead print an error

message desribing why it an't. For example, if your Tl installation is older than release

7.5, the error message will report that fat. Follow whatever instrutions are provided to get

platform.tl to print a summary of platform on�guration information.

The �rst line of the example summary reports that OOMMF reognizes the platform

by the name linalp. OOMMF software reognizes many of the most popular omputing

platforms, and assigns eah a platform name. The platform name is used by OOMMF in

index and on�guration �les and to name diretories so that a single OOMMF installation

an support multiple platform types. If platform.tl reports the platform name to be

\unknown", then you will need to add some on�guration �les to help OOMMF assign a

name to your platform type, and assoiate with that name some of the key features of your

omputer. See the setion on \Managing OOMMF platform names" (Se. 2.3.4) for further

instrutions.

The seond line reports what C++ ompiler will be used to build OOMMF from its

C++ soure ode. If you downloaded an OOMMF release with pre-ompiled binaries for

your platform, you may ignore this line. Otherwise, if this line reports \none seleted", or if

it reports a ompiler other than the one you wish to use, then you will need to tell OOMMF

what ompiler to use. The ompiler seletion for the example above is reorded in the �le

onfig/ahe/linalp.tl. To hange the ompiler seletion, that �le must be edited.

Editing instrutions are ontained within the �le. Of ourse, on other platforms the name

linalp in linalp.tl should be replaed with the platform name OOMMF reports for your

platform. For example, on a Windows mahine using an x86 proessor, the orresponding

on�guration �le is wintel.tl.

The next three lines desribe the Tl on�guration OOMMF �nds on your platform. The

�rst line reports the name of the on�guration �le installed as part of Tl, if any. Conven-

tional Tl installations on Unix systems and within the Cygwin environment on Windows

have suh a �le, usually named tlConfig.sh. The Tl on�guration �le reords details

about how Tl was built and where it was installed. On Windows platforms, this informa-

tion is reorded in the Windows registry, so it is normal to have platform.tl report \none

found". If platform.tl reports \none found", but you know that an appropriate Tl on-

�guration �le is present on your system, you an tell OOMMF where to �nd the �le by setting

the environment variable OOMMF TCL CONFIG to its absolute loation. (For information

about setting environment variables, see your operating system doumentation.) In unusual

irumstanes, OOMMF may �nd a Tl on�guration �le whih doesn't orretly desribe

your Tl installation. In that ase, use the environment variable OOMMF TCL CONFIG

to instrut OOMMF to use a di�erent �le that you speify, and edit that �le to inlude a

orret desription of your Tl installation.

The seond line desribing your Tl installation reports the absolute pathname of the
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tlsh program. If this di�ers from the tlsh you used to evaluate platform.tl, there

may be something wrong with your Tl on�guration �le. Note that the same tlsh pro-

gram might be known by several absolute pathnames if there are symboli links in your Tl

installation. If platform.tl reports that it annot �nd a tlsh program, yet you know

where an appropriate one is installed on your system, you an tell OOMMF where to �nd

the tlsh program by setting the environment variable OOMMF TCLSH to its absolute

loation.

The third line desribing your Tl installation reports its release number aording to

two soures. First is the release number reorded in the Tl on�guration �le. Seond is the

release number of the tlsh program used to evaluate platform.tl. If these numbers do

not math, it may indiate something is wrong with your Tl on�guration �le. If you have

multiple releases of Tl installed under a ommon root diretory on your omputer, there

an be only one Tl on�guration �le. It is important that you use the Tl release that

orresponds to the Tl on�guration �le.

The next three lines desribe the Tk on�guration OOMMF �nds on your platform. They

are analogous to the three lines desribing the Tl on�guration. The environment variables

OOMMF TK CONFIG and OOMMF WISH may be used to tell OOMMF where to �nd the

Tk on�guration �le and the wish program, respetively.

If platform.tl indiates problems with your Tl/Tk installation, it may be easiest

to re-install Tl/Tk taking are to perform a onventional installation. OOMMF deals

best with onventional Tl/Tk installations. If you do not have the power to re-install an

existing broken Tl/Tk installation (perhaps you are not the sysadmin of your mahine),

you might still install your own opy of Tl/Tk in your own user spae. In that ase, if your

private Tl/Tk installation makes use of shared libraries, take are that you do whatever is

neessary on your platform to be sure that your private tlsh and wish �nd and use your

private shared libraries instead of those from the system Tl/Tk installation. This might

involve setting an environment variable (suh as LD LIBRARY PATH). If you use a private

Tl/Tk installation, you also want to be sure that there are no environment variables like

TCL LIBRARY or TK LIBRARY that still refer to the system Tl/Tk installation.

Other Con�guration Issues If you plan to ompile and link OOMMF software from

soure ode, be sure the C++ ompiler reported by platform.tl is properly on�gured.

In partiular, the Mirosoft Visual C++ ommand line ompiler, l.exe, may require the

running of vvars32.bat to set up the path and some environment variables. This �le is

distributed as part of Visual C++. See your ompiler doumentation for details.

A few other on�gurations should be heked on Windows platforms. First, OOMMF

software needs networking support that reognizes the host name loalhost. It may be

7



neessary to edit a �le whih reords that loalhost is a synonym for the loopbak interfae

(127.0.0.1). If a �le named hosts exists in your system area (for example, C:\Windows\hosts),

be sure it inludes an entry mapping 127.0.0.1 to loalhost. If no hosts �le exists, but a

hosts.sam �le exists, make a opy of hosts.sam with the name hosts, and edit the opy

to have the loalhost entry.

Seond, in reent releases of Tl/Tk (version 8.0.3 and later) the diretory whih holds

the tlsh and wish programs also holds several *.dll �les that OOMMF software needs

to �nd to run properly. Normally when the OOMMF bootstrap appliation (Se. 5) or

mmLaunh (Se. 6) is used to launh OOMMF programs, they take are of making sure

the neessary *.dll �les an be found. As an additional measure, you might want to add

the diretory whih holds the tlsh and wish programs to the list of diretories stored in

the PATH environment variable. All the diretories in the PATH are searhed for *.dll �les

needed when starting an exeutable.

2.2.3 Compiling and Linking

If you downloaded a distribution with pre-ompiled exeutables, you may skip this setion.

The ompiling and linking of the C++ portions of OOMMF software are guided by

the appliation pimake (\Platform Independent Make") whih is distributed as part of the

OOMMF release (in the diretory app/pimake/). pimake is similar in operation to the Unix

utility program make, but it is written entirely in Tl so that it will run anywhere Tl is

installed. Just as make is ontrolled by rules in �les named Makefile or makefile, pimake

is ontrolled by rules in �les named makerules.tl. pimake takes an optional argument on

its ommand line whih names the target to build.

If a previous OOMMF distribution has been ompiled and linked from the same root

diretory, build the target distlean with pimake to lear away any exeutables and objet

�les left behind from the ompilation of the previous distribution:

tlsh app/pimake/pimake.tl distlean

In partiular, this is required when installing a new version of OOMMF on top of an existing

OOMMF distribution.

To build all the OOMMF software, run pimake in the root diretory of the OOMMF

distribution.

tlsh app/pimake/pimake.tl

Note that on some platforms, you annot suessfully ompile OOMMF software if there are

OOMMF programs running. Chek that all OOMMF programs have terminated (inluding

those in the bakground) before trying to ompile and link OOMMF.

8



When pimake alls on a ompiler or other software development utility, the ommand line

is printed, so that you may monitor the build proess. Assuming a proper on�guration for

your platform, pimake should be able to ompile and link all the OOMMF software without

error. If pimake reports errors, please send both the omplete output from pimake and the

output from platform.tl to the OOMMF developers.

2.2.4 Installing

The urrent OOMMF release does not support an installation proedure. For now, simply

run the exeutables from the diretories in whih they were unpaked/built.

2.2.5 Using OOMMF Software

To start using OOMMF software, run the OOMMF bootstrap appliation (Se. 5). This

may be launhed from the ommand line interfae:

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl

If you prefer, you may launh the OOMMF bootstrap appliation app/oommf/oommf.tl

using whatever graphial \point and lik" interfae your operating system provides. By

default, the OOMMF bootstrap appliation will start up a opy of the OOMMF appliation

mmLaunh (Se. 6) in a new window.

2.2.6 Reporting Problems

The OOMMF developers rely on reports from OOMMF users to alert them to problems with

the software and its doumentation, and to guide the seletion and implementation of new

features. To ontat the OOMMF developers, send e-mail to <mihael.donahue�nist.gov>.

The more omplete your report, the fewer followup messages will be required to determine

the ause of your problem. Usually when a problem arises there is an error message produed

by the OOMMF software. A stak trae may be o�ered that reveals more detail about

the error. When reporting an error, it will help the developers diagnose the problem if

users ut and paste into their problem report the error message and stak trae exatly as

reported by OOMMF software. In addition, please inlude a opy of the output generated

by platform.tl so that the OOMMF developers will know the details of your platform

on�guration.

2.3 Advaned Installation

The following setions provide instrutions for some additional installation options.

9



2.3.1 Reduing Disk Spae Usage

To delete the intermediate �les reated when building the OOMMF software from soure

ode, use pimake to build the target objlean in the root diretory of the OOMMF distri-

bution.

tlsh app/pimake/pimake.tl objlean

Running the strip utility on the OOMMF exeutable �les should also redue their size

somewhat.

2.3.2 Other pimake targets

The pimake appliation guides the building of OOMMF software aording to the rules

reorded in makerules.tl �les. There are several targets whih may be used as arguments

to pimake to ahieve di�erent tasks. When no target is supplied to pimake on the ommand

line, the �rst target in the loal makerules.tl �le is built, whih is usually the target all.

Eah target builds in the urrent diretory and all subdiretories. The onventional targets

are:

� all Creates all �les reated by the onfigure target (see below). Compiles and links

all the OOMMF exeutables and libraries. Construts all index �les.

� on�gure Creates subdiretories with the same name as the platform type. Construts

a port.h �le whih inludes C++ header information spei� to the platform.

� objlean Removes the intermediate objet �les reated by the ompile and link steps.

Leaves working exeutables in plae. Leaves OOMMF in the state of its distribution

with pre-ompiled exeutables.

� lean Removes the �les removed by the objlean target. Also removes the exeutables

and libraries reated by the all target. Leaves the �les generated by the onfigure

target.

� distlean Removes the �les removed by the lean target. Also removes all �les and

diretories generated by onfigure target. Leaves only the �les whih are part of the

soure ode distribution.
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2.3.3 Loal Customizations

OOMMF software supports loal ustomization of some of its features. All OOMMF pro-

grams load the �le onfig/options.tl, whih ontains ustomization ommands as well

as editing instrutions. As it is distributed, onfig/options.tl direts those programs

that load it to also load the �le onfig/loal/options.tl, if it exists. Beause future

OOMMF releases may overwrite the �le onfig/options.tl, permanent ustomizations

should be made by opying onfig/options.tl to onfig/loal/options.tl and edit-

ing the opy. It is reommended that you leave in the �le onfig/loal/options.tl only

the ustomization ommands neessary to hange those options you wish to modify. Remove

all other options so that overwrites by subsequent OOMMF releases are allowed to hange

the default behavior.

Notable available ustomizations inlude the hoie of whih network port the host servie

diretory appliation (Se. 4) uses, and the hoie of what program is used for the display of

help doumentation. By default, OOMMF software uses the appliationmmHelp (Se. 14),

whih is inluded in the OOMMF release, but the help doumentation �les are standard

HTML, so any web browser (for example, Netsape Navigator or Mirosoft Internet Explorer)

may be used instead. Complete instrutions are in the �le onfig/options.tl.

2.3.4 Managing OOMMF Platform Names

OOMMF software lassi�es omputing platforms into di�erent types using the sripts in the

diretory onfig/names relative to the root diretory of the OOMMF distribution. Eah

type of omputing platform is assigned a unique name. These names are used as diretory

names and in index and on�guration �les so that a single OOMMF installation may ontain

platform-dependent setions for many di�erent types of omputing platforms.

To learn what name OOMMF software uses to refer to your omputing platform, run the

Tl sript platform.tl in the OOMMF root diretory.

Changing the name OOMMF assigns to your platform First, use pimake to build

the target distlean to lear away any ompiled exeutables built using the old platform

name.

tlsh app/pimake/pimake.tl distlean

Then, to hange the name OOMMF software uses to desribe your platform from foo to

bar, simply rename the �le

onfig/names/foo.tl to onfig/names/bar.tl
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and

onfig/ahe/foo.tl to onfig/ahe/bar.tl.

After renaming your platform type, you should reompile your exeutables using the new

platform name.

Adding a new platform type If the sript platform.tl reports the platform name

unknown, then none of the sripts in onfig/names/ reognizes your platform type. As an

example, to add the platform name foo to OOMMF's voabulary of platform names, reate

the �le onfig/names/foo.tl. The simplest way to proeed is to opy an existing �le in

the diretory onfig/names and edit it to reognize your platform.

The �les in onfig/names inlude Tl ode like this:

O_Config New _ \

[string tolower [file rootname [file tail [info sript℄℄℄℄ {

# In this blok plae the body of a Tl pro whih returns 1

# if the mahine on whih the pro is exeuted is of the

# platform type identified by this file, and whih returns 0

# otherwise.

#

# The usual Tl language mehanism for disovering details

# about the mahine on whih the pro is running is to

# onsult the global Tl variable 'tl_platform'. See the

# existing files for examples, or ontat the OOMMF

# developers for further assistane.

}

After reating the new platform name �le onfig/names/foo.tl, you also need to

reate a new platform ahe �le onfig/ahe/foo.tl. A reasonable starting point is to

opy the �le onfig/ahe/unknown.tl for editing. Contat the OOMMF developers for

assistane.

Please onsider ontributing your new platform reognition and on�guration �les to the

OOMMF developers for inlusion in future releases of OOMMF software.

Resolving platform name onits If the sript platform.tl reports \Multiple plat-

form names are ompatible with your omputer", then there are multiple �les in the diretory

onfig/names/ that return 1 when run on your omputer. For eah ompatible platform
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name reported, edit the orresponding �le in onfig/names/ so that only one of them re-

turns 1. Experimenting using tlsh to probe the Tl variable tl platform should assist

you in this task. If that fails, you an expliitly assign a platform type orresponding to your

omputing platform by mathing its hostname. For example, if your mahine's host name is

foo.bar.net:

O_Config New _ \

[string tolower [file rootname [file tail [info sript℄℄℄℄ {

if {[string math foo.bar.net [info hostname℄℄} {

return 1

}

# Continue with other tests...

}

Contat the OOMMF developers if you need further assistane.

2.3.5 Mirosoft Windows Options

This setion lists installation options for Mirosoft Windows.

Adding an OOMMF shortut to your desktop Right mouse lik on the desktop

to bring up the on�guration dialog, and selet New|Shortut. Enter the ommand line

neessary to bring up OOMMF, e.g.,

tlsh80 :\oommf\app\oommf\oommf.tl

Clik Next> and enter OOMMF for the shortut name. Selet Finish.

At this point the shortut will appear on your desktop with either the tlsh or wish ions.

Right mouse lik on the ion and selet Properties. Selet the ShortCut tab, and bring up

Change Ion. . . Under File Name: enter the OOMMF ion �le, e.g.,

C:\oommf\app\oommf\oommf.io

Clik OK. Bak on the Shortut tab, hange the Run: seletion to Minimized. Clik OK

to exit the Properties dialog box. Double liking on the OOMMF ion should now bring

up the OOMMF appliation mmLaunh.
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Using the Cygwin toolkit The Cygwin Projet

7

is a free port of the GNU development

environment to Windows NT, 95, and 98, whih inludes the GNU C++ ompiler g and

a port of Tl/Tk. OOMMF has been tested against the Beta 20.1 release of Cygwin, and

sample onfig/names/ygtel.tl and onfig/ahe/ygtel.tl �les are inluded in the

OOMMF distribution. Use the ygtlsh80.exe program as your tlsh program when

on�guring, building, and launhing OOMMF software.

Note that OOMMF software determines whether it is running with the Cygwin versions of

Tl/Tk by examining the environment variable TERM. If TERM is set to the value ygwin,

the Cygwin environment is assumed. If you are using the Cygwin environment, and you set

the TERM environment variable to something else, OOMMF software will be onfused.

Setting the TCL LIBRARY environment variable If you enounter diÆulties dur-

ing OOMMF start up, you may need to set the environment variable TCL LIBRARY.

On Windows NT Bring up the Control Panel (e.g., by seleting Settings|Control

Panel o� the Start menu), and selet System. Go to the Environment tab, and enter

TCL LIBRARY as the Variable, and the name of the diretory ontaining init.tl for the

Value, e.g.,

%SystemDrive%\Program Files\Tl\lib\tl8.0

Clik Set and OK to �nish.

On Windows 95/98 Edit the �le autoexe.bat. Add a line suh as the following:

set TCL_LIBRARY=C:\Program Files\Tl\lib\tl8.0

Cheking .tl �le assoiation on Windows NT As part of the Tl/Tk installation,

�les with the .tl extension are normally assoiated with the wish appliation. This allows

Tl sripts to be launhed from Windows Explorer by double-liking on their ion, or from

the NT ommand line without speifying the tlsh or wish shells. If this is not working,

you may hek your installation from the NT ommand line as follows. First, run the

ommand asso .tl. This should return the �le type assoiated with the .tl extension,

e.g., TlSript. Next, use the ftype ommand to hek the ommand line assoiated with

that �le type, e.g.,

C:\> ftype TlSript

"C:\Program Files\Tl\bin\wish80.exe" "%1" %2 %3 %4 %5 %6 %7 %8 %9

7

http://soureware.ygnus.om/ygwin/
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Note that the quotes are required as shown to protet spaes in pathnames.
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3 Quik Start: Example OOMMF Session

STEP 1: Start up the mmLaunh window.

� At the ommand prompt, when you are in the OOMMF root diretory, type

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl

(The name of the Tl shell, rendered here as tlsh, may vary between systems. This

matter is disussed in Se. 2.1.) Alternatively, you may launh app/oommf/oommf.tl

using whatever \point and lik" interfae is provided by your operating system.

� This will bring up a small window labeledmmLaunh. It will ome up in bakground

mode, so you may get another prompt in your original window, even before the mm-

Launh window appears.

STEP 2: Gain aess to other useful windows.

� OnmmLaunh window, hek the loalhost box, ausing a menu of user aount boxes

to appear. Then hek the box orresponding to the aount you want to ompute on.

This gives a menu of options:

{ mmProbEd: to grab/modify a problem

{ mmSolve2D: to ontrol the solver

{ mmDisp: to display vetor �elds

{ mmGraph: to form x-y plots

{ mmDataTable: to display urrent values of variables

{ mmArhive: to auto-save vetor �eld data (primitive)

� Clik on mmDisp, mmGraph, and/or mmDataTable, depending on what form of

output you want.

STEP 3: Load a problem.

� On mmLaunh window, lik on the mmProbEd button.

� OnmmProbEd window, make menu seletion File|Open. . . A Load MIF File dialog

window will appear.

� On this window:

{ Double lik in the Path subwindow to hange diretories. Several sample problems

an be found in the diretory oommf/app/mmpe/examples.
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{ To load a problem, double lik on a *.mif �le (e.g., prob1.mif) from the list above

the Filter: subwindow.

{ Modify the problem as desired by liking on buttons from the main mmProbEd

window (e.g., Material Parameters), and �ll out the pop-up forms. A ompletely

new problem may be de�ned this way.

STEP 4: Initialize the solver.

� OnmmLaunh window, lik on the mmSolve2D button to launh an instane of the

program mmSolve2D.

� Wait for the new solver instane to appear in the Threads olumn in the mmLaunh

window.

� Chek the box next to the mmSolve2D entry in the Threads olumn. A window

ontaining an mmSolve2D interfae will appear.

� On mmSolve2D window:

{ Chek Problem Desription under Inputs.

{ Chek mmProbEd under Soure Threads.

{ Clik LoadProblem.

{ Wait for more buttons to appear.

{ Chek Sheduled Outputs.

{ For eah desired output (TotalField, Magnetization, and/or DataTable), speify

the frequeny of update:

� Chek desired output. This will exhibit the possible output destinations in

Destination Threads.

� Chek the box next to the desired Destination Thread. This will exhibit Shed-

ule options.

� Choose a shedule:

� Iteration: �ll in number and hek the box.

� Equilibrium: �ll in number and hek the box.

� Interative: whenever you lik orresponding Interative output button.

STEP 5: Start the alulation.

� On the mmSolve2D window, start the alulation with Run or Relax.
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� If you requested mmDataTable output, hek the boxes for the desired quantities on the

mmDataTable window under the Data menu, so that they appear and are updated

as requested in your shedule.

� Similarly, hek the box for the desired X-Axis and Y-Axis variables on themmGraph

window(s) under the X-Axis and Y-Axis menus.

STEP 6: Saving results.

� Vetor �eld data (magnetization and e�etive �eld) may be interatively written to disk

using mmDisp, or may be automatially saved via sheduled output to mmArhive.

For example, to save eah equilibrium magnetization state, start up an instane of

mmArhive and selet the Equilibrium hek box for mmArhive on the Magne-

tization shedule in the solver. This may be done before starting the alulation.

� DataTable data may be saved using mmGraph. Shedule output from the solver to

mmGraph as desired, and use either the interative or automated save funtionality of

mmGraph (Se. 11). You an setup the solver data sheduling before the alulation is

started, but must wait for the �rst data point to on�guremmGraph before saving any

data. As a workaround, you may on�gure mmGraph by sending it the initial solver

state interatively, and then use the Options|lear Data menu item in mmGraph to

remove the initializing data point. Alternatively, you may send sheduled output from

the solver to mmArhive, whih will automatially save all the data it reeives.

STEP 7: Perform midourse ontrols as desired.

� On the mmSolve2D window, buttons an stop and restart the alulation:

{ Reset: Return to beginning of problem.

{ LoadProblem: Restart with a new problem.

{ Run: Apply a sequene of �elds until all omplete.

{ Relax: Apply a single �eld and run the ODE to equilibrium.

{ Pause: Clik anytime to stop the solver. Restart with Run or Relax.

{ Field-: Apply the previous �eld again.

{ Field+: Apply the next �eld in the list.

� Output options an be hanged and new output windows opened.

STEP 8: Exit OOMMF.

� On the mmSolve2D window, terminate the simulation with Exit.
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� Terminate eah mmArhive instane by hitting the Exit button in its user interfae

window.

� Use the File|Exit menu on eah remaining window to exit.
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4 OOMMF Arhiteture Overview

Before desribing eah of the appliations whih omprise the OOMMF software, it is helpful

to understand how these appliations work together. OOMMF is not strutured as a single

program. Instead it is a olletion of programs, eah speializing in some task needed as

part of a miromagneti simulation system. An advantage of this modular arhiteture is

that eah program may be improved or even replaed without a need to redesign the entire

system. Beause the state of the art in miromagneti simulation is ontinuing to evolve,

this exibility is essential for the longevity of a miromagneti simulation system.

The OOMMF programs work together by providing servies to one another. The pro-

grams ommuniate over Internet (TCP/IP) onnetions, even when the programs are run-

ning on a ommon host. An advantage of this design is that distributed operation of OOMMF

programs over a networked olletion of hosts is supported in the basi design, and will be

available in a future release.

When two OOMMF appliations are in the relationship that one is requesting a servie

from the other, it is onvenient to introdue some larifying terminology. Let us refer to

the appliation that is providing a servie as the \server appliation" and the appliation

requesting the servie as the \lient appliation." Note that a single appliation an be both

a server appliation in one servie relationship and a lient appliation in another servie

relationship.

Eah server appliation provides its servies on a partiular Internet port, and needs to

inform potential lient appliations how to obtain its servie. Eah lient appliation needs

to be able to look up possible providers of the servie it needs. The intermediary whih

brings server appliations and lient appliations together is another appliation alled the

\aount servie diretory." There may be at most one aount servie diretory appliation

running under the user ID of eah user aount on a host. Eah aount servie diretory

keeps trak of all the servies provided by OOMMF server appliations running under its

user aount on its host and the orresponding Internet ports at whih those servies may be

obtained. OOMMF server appliations register their servies with the orresponding aount

servie diretory appliation. OOMMF lient appliations look up servie providers running

under a partiular user ID in the orresponding aount server diretory appliation.

The aount servie diretory appliations simplify the problem of mathing servers and

lients, but they do not ompletely solve it. OOMMF appliations still need a mehanism

to �nd out how to obtain the servie of the aount servie diretory appliations! Another

appliation, alled the \host servie diretory" serves this funtion. Only one opy of the

host servie diretory appliation runs on eah host. Its sole purpose is to tell OOMMF

appliations where to obtain the servies of aount servie diretories on that host. Beause

only one opy of this appliation runs per host, it an provide its servie on a well-known
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port whih is on�gured into the OOMMF software. By default, this is port 15136. OOMMF

software an be ustomized (Se. 2.3.3) to use a di�erent port number.

The aount servie diretory appliations perform another task as well. They launh

other programs under the user ID for whih they manage servie registration. The user

ontrols the launhing of programs through the interfae provided by the appliation mm-

Launh (See Se. 6), but it is the aount servie diretory appliation that atually spawns

a subproess for the new appliation. Beause of this arhiteture, most OOMMF applia-

tions are launhed as hild proesses of an aount servie diretory appliation. These hild

proesses inherit their environment from their parent aount servie diretory appliation,

inluding their working diretory, and other key environment variables, suh as DISPLAY.

Eah aount servie diretory appliation sets its working diretory to the root diretory

of the OOMMF distribution. Future releases of OOMMF software will likely be based on a

revised arhiteture whih alleviates these restritions.

These servie diretory appliations are vitally important to the operation of the total

OOMMF miromagneti simulation system. However, it would be easy to overlook them.

They at entirely \behind the senes" without a user interfae window. Furthermore, they

are never launhed by the user. When any server appliation needs to register its servie, if

it �nds that these servie diretory appliations are not running, it launhes new opies of

them. In this way the user an be sure that if any OOMMF server appliations are running,

then so are the servie diretory appliations needed to diret lients to its servie. After all

server appliations terminate, and there are no longer any servies registered with a servie

diretory appliation, it will terminate after a timeout expires.

In the setions whih follow, the OOMMF appliations are desribed in terms of the

servies they provide and the servies they require.
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5 Command Line Launhing

Some of the OOMMF appliations are platform-independent Tl sripts. Some of them

are Tl sripts that require speial platform-dependent interpreters. Others are platform-

dependent, ompiled C++ appliations. It is likely that some of them will hange status in

later releases of OOMMF. Eah of these types of appliation requires a di�erent ommand line

for launhing. Rather than require all OOMMF users to manage this omplexity, we provide

a pair of programs that provide simpli�ed interfaes for launhing OOMMF appliations.

The �rst of these is used to launh OOMMF appliations from the ommand line. Beause

its funtion is only to start another program, we refer to this program as the \bootstrap

appliation." The bootstrap appliation is the Tl sript app/oommf/oommf.tl. In its

simplest usage, it takes a single argument on the ommand line, the name of the appliation

to launh. For example, to launh mmGraph (Se. 11), the ommand line is:

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl mmGraph

The searh for an appliation mathing the name is ase-insensitive. (Here, as elsewhere in

this doument, the urrent working diretory is assumed to be the OOMMF root diretory.

For other ases, adjust the pathname as appropriate.) As disussed in Se. 2.1, the name of

the Tl shell, rendered here as tlsh, may vary between systems.

If no ommand line arguments are passed to the bootstrap appliation, by default it will

launh the appliation mmLaunh (Se. 6).

Some of the OOMMF appliations take optional arguments when launhed from the

ommand line. Any ommand line arguments to the bootstrap appliation plaed after the

appliation name will be passed as ommand line arguments to the named appliation. For

example, most appliations support a -onsole option, whih will bring up an additional

window providing a ommand line interfae into the appliation's Tl interpreter. (The

onsole is mainly used for debugging.)

The bootstrap appliation also supports some more ompliated, more rarely used pro-

essing of its ommand line arguments. By default, the bootstrap appliation launhes the

named appliation in the bakground and exits. If the �rst argument to the bootstrap pro-

gram is the option -nofork, however, the bootstrap program will blok until the appliation

it launhes (now named in the seond ommand line argument) exits.

If the argument following the appliation name looks like a version number (ontaining

only digits and dots), then the bootstrap appliation will interpret it as the minimum version

of the named appliation to launh. If no appliation satisfying the version requirement an

be found, the bootstrap appliation will report an error.

The bootstrap appliation should be infrequently used by most users. The appliation

mmLaunh (Se. 6) provides a more onvenient graphial interfae for launhing applia-
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tions. The main uses for the bootstrap appliation are launhing mmLaunh, launhing

programs whih make up the OOMMF Bath System (Se. 15) and other programs whih

are inherently ommand line driven, and in irumstanes where the user wishes to preisely

ontrol the ommand line arguments passed to an OOMMF appliation or the environment

in whih an OOMMF appliation runs.

Platform Issues

The Tl sript app/oommf/oommf.tl begins with the lines:

#!/bin/sh

# \

exe tlsh "$0" ${1+"$�"}

On most Unix platforms, if app/oommf/oommf.tl is marked exeutable, the interpreter

tlsh (on the exeution path) will be invoked to interpret the sript. If the Tl shell

program annot be invoked by the name tlsh on your omputer, edit the �rst lines of

app/oommf/oommf.tl to use the proper name. Better still, use symboli links or some

other means to make the Tl shell program available by the name tlsh. The latter solution

will not be undone by �le overwrites from OOMMF upgrades.

If in addition, the diretory app/oommf is in the exeution path, the ommand line an

be as simple as:

oommf.tl <appName>

On Windows platforms, beause app/oommf/oommf.tl has the �le extension .tl, it

is normally assoiated by Windows with the wish interpreter. The oommf.tl sript has

been speially written so that either tlsh or wish is a suitable interpreter. This means

that simply double-liking on an ion assoiated with the �le app/oommf/oommf.tl (say,

in Windows Explorer) will launh the bootstrap appliation with no arguments. This will

result in the default behavior of launhing the appliation mmLaunh, whih is suitable

for launhing other OOMMF appliations. (If this doesn't work, refer bak to the Windows

Options setion in the installation instrutions, Se. 2.3.5.)
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6 OOMMF Launher/Control Interfae: mmLaunh

Overview

The appliation mmLaunh launhes, monitors, and ontrols other OOMMF appliations.

It is the OOMMF appliation that is most losely onneted to the aount servie diretory

and host servie diretory appliations that run behind the senes. It also provides user

interfaes to any appliations, notably mmSolve2D (Se. 9), that do not have their own

user interfae window.

Launhing

mmLaunh should be launhed using the bootstrap appliation (Se. 5). The ommand

line is

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl mmLaunh [-onsole℄

Controls

Upon startup, mmLaunh displays a panel of hekbuttons, one for eah host servie

diretory to whih it is onneted. In the urrent release of OOMMF there is only one

hekbutton|loalhost. Future releases of mmLaunh will be able to onnet to remote
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hosts as well. If there is no host servie diretory running on the loalhost when mm-

Launh is launhed, mmLaunh will start one. In that irumstane, there may be some

delay before the loalhost hek button appears.

Toggling the loalhost hekbutton toggles the display of an interfae to the host servie

diretory. The host servie diretory interfae onsists of a row of hekbuttons, one for eah

aount servie diretory registered with the host servie diretory. Eah hekbutton is

labeled with the user ID of the orresponding aount servie diretory. For most users, there

will be only one hekbutton, labeled with the user's own aount ID, exept on Windows,

where the dummy aount ID oommf is displayed instead. If there is no aount servie

diretory running for the aount under whih mmLaunh was launhed, mmLaunh will

start one. In that irumstane, there may be some delay before the aount hekbutton

appears.

Toggling an aount hekbutton toggles the display of an interfae to the orresponding

aount servie diretory. The aount servie diretory interfae onsists of two olumns.

The Programs olumn ontains buttons labeled with the names of OOMMF appliations

that may be launhed under the aount managed by this aount servie diretory. Cliking

on one of these buttons launhes the orresponding appliation. Only one lik is needed,

though there will be some delay before the launhed appliation displays a window to the

user. Multiple liks will launh multiple opies of the appliation. Note: The launhing is

atually handled by the aount servie diretory appliation (Se. 4), whih sets the initial

working diretory to the OOMMF root diretory.

The Threads olumn is a list of all the OOMMF appliations urrently running under

the aount that are registered with the aount servie diretory. The list inludes both

the appliation name and an ID number by whih multiple opies of the same appliation

may be distinguished. This ID number is also displayed in the title bar of the orresponding

appliation's user interfae window. When an appliation exits, its entry is automatially

removed from the Threads list.

Any of the running appliations that do not provide their own interfae window will be

displayed in the Threads list with a hekbutton. The hekbutton toggles the display of

an interfae whih mmLaunh provides on behalf of that appliation. The only OOMMF

appliations urrently using this servie are mmSolve2D (Se. 9), mmArhive (Se. 13),

and bathsolve (Se. 15.1). These interfaes are desribed in the doumentation for the

orresponding appliations.

The menu seletion File|Exit terminates the mmLaunh appliation. The menu Help

provides the usual help failities.
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7 Miromagneti Problem Editor: mmProbEd

Overview

The appliation mmProbEd provides a user interfae for reating and editing miromag-

neti problem desriptions in the Miromagneti Input Format (MIF) (Se. 16.1). mm-

ProbEd also ats as a server, supplying problem desriptions to running miromagneti

solvers.

Launhing

mmProbEd may be started either by seleting the mmProbEd button on mmLaunh, or

from the ommand line via

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl mmProbEd [-onsole℄

Inputs

The menu seletion File|Open... displays a dialog box for seleting a �le from whih to load

a MIF problem desription. Several example �les are inluded in the OOMMF release in

the diretory app/mmpe/examples. At startup,mmProbEd loads the problem ontained in

app/mmpe/init.mif as an initial problem. Note: When loading a �le,mmProbEd disards
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omments and reords it does not understand. Use the FileSoure appliation (Se.8) to

serve unmodi�ed problem desriptions.

Outputs

The menu seletion File|Save as... displays a dialog box for seleting/entering a �le in whih

the problem desription urrently held by mmProbEd is to be saved. Beause the internal

data format use by mmProbEd is an unordered array that does not inlude omments (or

unreognized reords), the simple operation of reading in a MIF �le and then writing it bak

out may alter the �le.

Eah instane of mmProbEd ontains exatly one problem desription at a time. Eah

also servies requests from lient appliations (typially solvers) for the problem desription

it ontains.

Controls

The main panel in the mmProbEd window ontains buttons orresponding to the setions

in a MIF problem desription. Seleting a button brings up another window through whih

the ontents of that setion of a problem desription may be edited. The MIF setions and

the elements they ontain are desribed in detail in the MIF (Se. 16.1) doumentation.

Only one editing window is displayed at a time. The windows may be navigated in order

using their Next or Previous buttons.

The menu seletion File|Exit terminates the mmProbEd appliation. The menu Help

provides the usual help failities.
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8 Miromagneti Problem File Soure: FileSoure

Overview

The appliation FileSoure provides the same servie as mmProbEd (Se. 7), supplying

a MIF desription of a miromagneti problem to a solver. As the MIF spei�ation evolves,

mmProbEd may lag behind. There may be new �elds in the MIF spei�ation that mm-

ProbEd is not apable of editing, or whih mmProbEd may not pass on to solvers after

loading them in from a �le. To make use of suh �elds, a MIF �le may need to be edited \by

hand" using a general purpose text editor. FileSoure may then be used to supply the MIF

problem desription ontained in a �le to a solver without danger of orrupting its ontents.

Launhing

FileSoure must be launhed from the ommand line. You may speify on the ommand

line the MIF problem desription �le it should serve to lient appliations. The ommand

line is

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl FileSoure [<filename>℄ [-onsole℄

Although FileSoure does not appear on the list of Programs that mmLaunh o�ers

to launh, running opies do appear on the list of Threads sine they do provide a servie

registered with the aount servie diretory.

Inputs

FileSoure takes its MIF problem desription from the �le named on the ommand line,

or from a �le seleted through the File|Open dialog box. No heking of the �le ontents

against the MIF spei�ation is performed. The �le ontents are passed unritially to any

lient appliation requesting a problem desription. Those lient appliations should raise

errors when presented with invalid problem desriptions.
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Outputs

Eah instane of FileSoure provides the ontents of exatly one �le at a time. The �le

name is displayed in the FileSoure window to help the user assoiate eah instane of

FileSoure with the data �le it provides. Eah instane of FileSoure aepts and servies

requests from lient appliations (typially solvers) for the ontents of the �le it exports.

The ontents of the �le are read at the time of the lient request, so if the ontents of

a �le hange between the time of the FileSoure �le seletion and the arrival of a request

from a lient, the new ontents will be served to the lient appliation.

Controls

The menu seletion File|Exit terminates the FileSoure appliation. The Help menu pro-

vides the usual help failities.
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9 The 2D Miromagneti Solver: mmSolve2D

Overview

The appliation mmSolve2D is a miromagneti omputation engine apable of solving

problems de�ned on two-dimensional square grids of three-dimensional spins. Within the

OOMMF arhiteture (see Se. 4), mmSolve2D is both a server and a lient appliation.

mmSolve2D is a lient of problem desription server appliations, data table display and

storage appliations, and vetor �eld display and storage appliations. mmSolve2D is the

server of a solver ontrol servie for whih the only lient is mmLaunh (Se. 6). It is

through this servie that mmLaunh provides a user interfae window (shown above) on

behalf of mmSolve2D.

Launhing

mmSolve2D may be started either by seleting the mmSolve2D button on mmLaunh, or

from the ommand line via

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl mmSolve2D [-onsole℄ [-tk|-notk℄

The ommand line options -tk and -notk determine whether or notmmSolve2D has its

own window. By default it does not (-notk). With no window, an instane ofmmSolve2D

may keep running while a window system goes down and omes bak up again (on some

platforms). This is useful sine a single instane of mmSolve2D may need to run for hours

or days at a time to solve one problem. When mmSolve2D does have a window (-tk),
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it does not plae anything in its window, nor does it even display its window. The only

e�ets of the presene of the window are that any error messages will be displayed in pop-

up windows, that the -onsole option beomes available for displaying a onsole window in

whih interative Tl ommands may be typed, and that (on some platforms) the termination

of the windowing system will terminate the program. Running mmSolve2D with the -tk

option is generally useful only for debugging.

Sine mmSolve2D does not present any user interfae window of its own, it depends on

mmLaunh to provide an interfae on its behalf. The entry for an instane ofmmSolve2D

in the Threads olumn of any running opy of mmLaunh has a hekbutton next to it.

This button toggles the presene of a user interfae window through whih the user may

ontrol that instane of mmSolve2D. The user interfae window is divided into panels,

providing user interfaes to the Inputs, Outputs, and Controls of mmSolve2D.

Inputs

The top panel of the user interfae window may be opened and losed by toggling the

Inputs hekbutton. When open, the Inputs panel reveals two subpanels. The left subpanel

ontains a list of the inputs required by mmSolve2D. There is only one item in the list:

ProblemDesription. When ProblemDesription is seleted, the right subpanel (labeled

Soure Threads) displays a list of appliations that an supply a problem desription. The

user selets from among the listed appliations the one from whih mmSolve2D should

request a problem desription.

Outputs

When mmSolve2D has outputs available to be ontrolled, a Sheduled Outputs hek-

button appears in the user interfae window. Toggling the Sheduled Outputs hekbutton

auses a bottom panel to open and lose in the user interfae window. When open, the

Sheduled Outputs panel ontains three subpanels. The Outputs subpanel is �lled with a

list of the types of outputmmSolve2D an generate while solving the loaded problem. The

three elements in this list are TotalField, for the output of a vetor �eld representing the

total e�etive �eld, Magnetization, for the output of a vetor �eld representing the urrent

magnetization state of the grid of spins, and DataTable, for the output of a table of data

values desribing other quantities of interest alulated by mmSolve2D.

Upon seleting one of the output types from the Outputs subpanel, a list of appliations

appears in the Destination Threads subpanel whih provide a display and/or storage servie

for the type of output seleted. The user may selet from this list those appliations to whih

the seleted type of output should be sent.
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For eah appliation seleted, a �nal interfae is displayed in the Shedule subpanel.

Through this interfae the user may set the shedule aording to whih the seleted type

of data is sent to the seleted appliation for display or storage. The shedule is desribed

relative to events inmmSolve2D. An Iteration event ours at every step in the solution of

the ODE. An Equilibrium event ours whenever the solver determines that an equilibrium

magnetization state has been reahed. An Interative event ours for a partiular output

type whenever the orresponding \Interative Outputs" button is liked in the panel of

ontrol buttons. The Interative shedule gives the user the ability to interatively fore

data to be delivered to seleted display and storage appliations. For the Iteration and

Equilibrium events, the granularity of the output delivery shedule is under user ontrol. For

example, the user may elet to send vetor �eld data desribing the urrent magnetization

state to an mmDisp instane for display every 25 iterations of the ODE, rather than every

iteration.

The quantities inluded in DataTable output produed by mmSolve2D inlude:

� Iteration: The iteration ount of the ODE solver.

� Field Updates: The number of times the ODE solver has alulated the e�etive

�eld.

� Sim Time (ns): The elapsed simulated time.

� Time Step (ns): The interval of simulated time spanned by the last step taken in

the ODE solver.

� Step Size: The magnitude of the last step taken by the ODE solver as a normalized

value. (This is urrently the time step in seonds, multiplied by the gyromagneti ratio

times the damping oeÆient times M

s

.)

� Bx, By, Bz (mT): The x, y, and z omponents of the nominal applied �eld (see

Se. 16.1, Experimental parameters paragraph).

� B (mT): The magnitude of the nominal applied �eld (always non-negative).

� |m x h|: The maximum of the point-wise quantity kM�H

e�

k=M

2

s

over all the spins.

This \torque" value is used to test onvergene to an equilibrium state.

� Mx/Ms, My/Ms, Mz/Ms: The x, y, and z omponents of the average magnetiza-

tion of the magnetially ative elements of the simulated part.

� Total Energy (J/m

3

): The total average energy density for the magnetially ative

elements of the simulated part.
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� Exhange Energy (J/m

3

): The omponent of the average energy density for the

magnetially ative elements of the simulated part due to exhange interations.

� Anisotropy Energy (J/m

3

): The omponent of the average energy density for the

magnetially ative elements of the simulated part due to rystalline anisotropy.

� Demag Energy (J/m

3

): The omponent of the average energy density for the mag-

netially ative elements of the simulated part due to self-demagnetizing �elds.

� Zeeman Energy (J/m

3

): The omponent of average energy density for the mag-

netially ative elements of the simulated part due to interation with the applied

�eld.

� Max Angle: The maximum angle (in degrees) between the magnetization orientation

of any pair of neighboring spins in the grid. (The neighborhood of a spin is the same

as that de�ned by the exhange energy alulation.)

Controls

The middle setion of the user interfae window ontains a series of buttons providing user

ontrol over the solver. After a problem desription server appliation has been seleted, the

LoadProblem button triggers a feth of a problem desription from the seleted server. The

LoadProblem button may be seleted at any time to (re-)load a problem desription from

the urrently seleted server. After loading a new problem the solver goes automatially

into a paused state. (If no problem desription server is seleted when the LoadProblem

button is invoked, nothing will happen.) The Reset button operates similarly, exept that

the urrent problem spei�ations are used.

One a problem is loaded, the solver an be put into any of three states: run, relax

and pause. Seleting Relax puts the solver into the \relax" state, where it runs until an

equilibrium is reahed, after whih the solver pauses. The Run seletion di�ers in that when

equilibrium is reahed, the solver automatially steps the nominal applied �eld to the next

value, and ontinues. In \run" mode the solver will ontinue to proess until there are no

more applied �eld states in the problem desription. (Field state shedules are disussed

below.) At any time the Pause button may be seleted to pause the solver. The solver will

stay in this state until the user reselets either Run or Relax. The urrent state of the solver

is indiated in the Status line in the enter panel of the user interfae window.

The problem desription (in MIF format) spei�es a �xed applied �eld shedule (see

Se. 16.1, Experimental parameters paragraph). This shedule de�nes an ordered list of

applied �elds, whih the solver in \run" mode steps through in sequene. The Field- and
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Field+ buttons allow the user to interatively adjust the applied �eld sequene. Eah lik

on the Field+ button advanes forward one step through the spei�ed shedule, while Field-

reverses that proess. In general, the step diretion is not related to the magnitude of the

applied �eld. Also note that hitting these buttons does not generate an \equilibrium" event.

In partiular, if you are manually aelerating the progress of the solver through a hysteresis

loop, and want to send non-equilibrium data to a display or arhive widget before advaning

the �eld, then you must use the appropriate \Interative Output" button.

The seond row of buttons in the interation ontrol panel, TotalField, Magnetization

and DataTable, allow the user to view the urrent state of the solver at any time. These

buttons ause the solver to send out data of the orresponding type to all appliations for

whih the \Interative" shedule button for that data type has been seleted, as disussed

in the Outputs setion above.

At the far right of the solver ontrols is the Exit button, whih terminatesmmSolve2D.

Simply losing the user interfae window does not terminate mmSolve2D, but only loses

the user interfae window. To kill the solver the Exit button must be pressed.

Details

Given a problem desription, mmSolve2D integrates the Landau-Lifshitz equation [5, 7℄

dM

dt

= �M�H

e�

�

�

M

s

M� (M�H

e�

) ; (1)

where

M is the pointwise magnetization (A/m),

H

e�

is the pointwise e�etive �eld (A/m),

 is the gyromagneti ratio (m/(A�s)),

� is the damping oeÆient (dimensionless).

The e�etive �eld is de�ned as

H

e�

= ��

�1

0

�E

�M

:

The average energy density E is a funtion of M spei�ed by Brown's equations [3℄, inlud-

ing rystalline anisotropy, exhange, self-magnetostati (demagnetization) and applied �eld

(Zeeman) terms.

The miromagneti problem is impressed upon a regular 2D grid of squares, with 3D

magnetization spins positioned at the enters of the ells. Note that the onstraint that the

grid be omposed of square elements takes priority over the requested size of the grid. The
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atual size of the grid used in the omputation will be the nearest integral multiple of the

grid's ell size to the requested size. It is important when omparing the results from grids

with di�erent ell sizes to aount for the possible hange in size of the overall grid. At

present, Neumann boundary onditions are assumed.

The rystalline anisotropy and applied �eld energy terms are alulated assuming on-

stant magnetization in eah ell. The exhange energy is alulated using the eight-neighbor

bilinear interpolation desribed in [4℄. The more ommon four-neighbor sheme is available

as a ompile-time option. See the �le app/mmsolve/magelt. for details.

The self-magnetostati �eld is alulated using fast Fourier transform (FFT) tehniques.

Inside eah ell, the magnetization is assumed onstant along the z-axis. In the xy-plane, two

models are supported: onstant magnetization and onstant harge. The model is seleted as

part of the problem desription in MIF format; for details see Se. 16.1: Demag spei�ation.

The Landau-Lifshitz ODE (1) is integrated using a seond order preditor-orretor teh-

nique of the Adams type. The right side of (1) at the urrent and previous step is extrapo-

lated forward in a linear fashion, and is integrated aross the new time interval to obtain a

quadrati predition for M at the next time step. (At eah stage the spins are renormalized

to M

s

before evaluating the energy and e�etive �elds.) The right side of (1) is evaluated

at the predited M, whih is then ombined with the value at the urrent step to produe a

linear interpolation of dM=dt aross the new interval. This is then integrated to obtain the

�nal estimate of M at the new step. The loal (one step) error of this proedure should be

O(�t

3

).

The step is aepted if the total energy of the system dereases, and the maximum error

between the predited and �nal M is smaller than a nominal value. If the step is rejeted,

then the step size is redued and the integration proedure is repeated. If the step is aepted,

then the error between the predited and �nal M is used to adjust the size of the next step.

No �xed ratio between the previous and urrent time step is assumed.

A �rst order Euler step is used to prime the preditor-orretor solver. A fourth order

Runge-Kutta solver is inluded in the ode, and is used as a bakup in ase the preditor-

orretor fails to �nd a valid step. The Runge-Kutta solver is not seletable as the primary

solver at runtime, but may be so seleted at ompile time by de�ning the RUNGE KUTTA ODE

maro. See the �le app/mmsolve/grid. for all details of the integration proedure.

The integration is stopped and equilibrium is assumed when the maximum value of

kM�H

e�

k=M

2

s

drops below the value spei�ed for \Converge jmxhj Value" in the problem

desription.
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Known Bugs

When multiple opies of mmLaunh are used, eah an have its own interfae to a running

opy of mmSolve2D. When the interfae presented by one opy of mmLaunh is used to

set the output shedule in mmSolve2D, those settings are not reeted in the interfaes

presented by other opies of mmLaunh. For example, although the �rst interfae sets a

shedule that DataTable data is to be sent to an instane of mmGraph every third Iteration,

there is no indiation of that shedule presented to the user in the seond interfae window.

It is unusual to have more than one opy of mmLaunh running simultaneously. However,

this bug also appears when one opy of mmLaunh is used to load a problem and start a

solver, and later a seond opy of mmLaunh is used to monitor the status of that running

solver.

A bug in the network traÆ handling ode of Tl on Windows 95 and Windows 98 systems

an sometimes interfere with ommuniations between the ontrol interfae of mmSolve2D

and the atual omputation engine. If mmSolve2D is sending out data to two or more data

display servies every iteration, the network traÆ used to send out that data an \rowd

out" the reeipt of ontrol messages from the ontrol interfae. You may observe this as

a long delay between the time you lik the Pause button and the time the solver stops

iterating. This bug �rst appeared in Tl release 8.0.3, and remained through Tl release

8.1.1. It is expeted that this bug will be �xed in Tl release 8.2, antiipated in August

1999. Until then, a workaround is to install Tl/Tk 8.0p2 on your Windows 95 or Windows

98 system. Other platforms do not have this problem.
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10 Data Table Display: mmDataTable

Overview

The appliation mmDataTable provides a data display servie to its lient appliations.

It aepts data from lients and displays it in a window. Its typial use is to display the

evolving values of quantities omputed by a miromagneti solver program.

Launhing

mmDataTable may be started either by seleting the mmDataTable button on mm-

Launh, or from the ommand line via

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl mmDataTable [-onsole℄
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Inputs

The lient appliation(s) that send data to mmDataTable for display ontrol the ow of

data. The user, interating with the mmDataTable window, ontrols how the data is

displayed. Upon launh, mmDataTable displays only a menubar. Upon user request, a

display window below the menubar displays data values.

Eah message from a lient ontains a list of (name, value, units) triples ontaining data

for display. For example, one element in the list might be fMagnetization 800000 A/mg.

mmDataTable stores the latest value it reeives for eah name. Earlier values are disarded

when new data arrives from a lient.

Outputs

mmDataTable does not support any data output or storage failities. To save tabular

data, use the mmGraph (Se. 11) or mmArhive (Se. 13) appliations.

Controls

The Data menu holds a list of all the data names for whih mmDataTable has reeived

data. Initially,mmDataTable has reeived no data from any lients, so this menu is empty.

As data arrives from lients, the menu �lls with the list of data names. Eah data name

on the list lies next to a hekbutton. When the hekbutton is toggled from o� to on, the

orresponding data name and its value and units are displayed at the bottom of the display

window. When the hekbutton is toggled from on to o�, the orresponding data name is

removed from the display window. In this way, the user selets from all the data reeived

what is to be displayed. Seleting the dashed rule at the top of the Data menu detahes it

so the user may easily lik multiple hekbuttons.

In addition to seleting what data names are displayed, the user may also ontrol the

format in whih the data values are displayed. A mouse lik on a displayed data value

brings up a dialog box in whih the user may speify the formatting the value undergoes

(by the Tl ommand format) prior to display. The Options menu inludes a Format menu

item whih lets the user set the default formatting for data values.

The menu seletion File|Exit terminates the mmDataTable appliation. The menu

Help provides the usual help failities.
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11 Data Graph Display: mmGraph

Overview

The appliationmmGraph provides a data display servie similar to that ofmmDataTable

(Se. 10). The usual data soure is a running solver, but rather than the textual output

provided by mmDataTable, mmGraph produes 2D line plots. mmGraph also stores

the data it reeives, so it an produe multiple views of the data and an save the data to

disk. Postsript output is also supported.

Launhing

mmGraph may be started either by seleting the mmGraph button on mmLaunh or

from the ommand line via

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl mmGraph [-onsole℄ [-nonet℄

The -nonet option disables the soket server portion ofmmGraph, in whih ase data may

only be input from a �le.
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Inputs

Input to mmGraph may ome from either a �le in the ODT format (Se. 16.2), or from

a lient appliation (typially a running solver). (The latter is disabled by the -nonet

ommand line option.) The File|Open. . . dialog box is used to selet an input �le. Reeipt

of data from lient appliations is the same as for mmDataTable (Se. 10). In either ase,

input data are appended to any previously held data.

Outputs

Unlike mmDataTable, mmGraph internally stores the data sent to it. This data may

be written to disk via the File|Save As... dialog box. If the �le spei�ed already exists,

then mmGraph output is appended to that �le. The output is in the tabular ODT format

desribed in Se. 16.2. By default, all data urrently held by mmGraph is written, but

the Save: Seleted Data option presented in the File|Save As... dialog box auses the

output to be restrited to those urves urrently seleted for display. In either ase, the

graph display limits do not a�et the output.

The save operation writes reords that are held by mmGraph at the time the File|Save

As... dialog box OK button is invoked. Additionally, the Auto Save option in this dialog

box may be used to automatially append to the spei�ed �le eah new data reord as it is

reeived by mmGraph. The appended �elds will be those hosen at the time of the save

operation, i.e., subsequent hanging of the urves seleted for display does not a�et the

automati save operation. The automati save operation ontinues until either a new output

�le is spei�ed, the Options|Stop autosave ontrol is invoked, ormmGraph is terminated.

The File|Print... dialog is used to produe a Postsript �le of the urrent graph. On

Unix systems, the output may be sent diretly to a printer by �lling the Print to: entry

with the appropriate pipe ommand, e.g., |lpr. (The exat form is system dependent.)

Controls

Graphs are onstruted by seleting any one item o� the X-Axis menu, and any number of

items o� the Y-Axis menu. Either of these menus may be detahed by seleting the dashed

rule at the top of the list. Sample results are shown in the �gure at the start of this setion.

WhenmmGraph is �rst launhed, the axis menus are both empty. They are dynamially

built based on the data reeived by mmGraph. By default, the graph limits and labels are

automatially set based on the data. The x-axis label is set using the seleted item data

label and measurement unit (if any). The y-axis label is the measurement unit of the �rst
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y-axis item seleted. To hange the default y-axis label, deselet all y-axis items and selet

a di�erent �rst item.

The Options|Con�gure... dialog box allows the user to override the default settings. To

set the axis labels, deselet the Auto Label option in this dialog box, and �ll in the X Label

and Y Label �elds as desired. The axis limits an be set in a similar fashion. In addition, if

an axis limit is left empty, a default value (based on all seleted data) will be used.

As mentioned earlier, mmGraph stores all data it reeives. Over the ourse of a long

run, the amount of data stored an grow to many megabytes. This storage an be limited

by speifying a positive value for the Point bu�er size entry in the Options|Con�gure...

dialog box. The oldest reords are removed as neessary to keep the total number of reords

stored under the spei�ed limit. A zero value for Point bu�er size is interpreted as no

limit. (The storage size of an individual reord depends upon several fators, inluding the

number of items in the reord and the version of Tl being used.) Data erasures may not be

immediately reeted in the graph display.

At any time, the point bu�er storage may be ompletely emptied with the Options|lear

Data ommand. The Options|Stop autosave seletion will turn o� the auto save feature,

if urrently ative. Also on this menu is Options|Resale, whih autosales the graph axis

limits from the seleted data. This ommand ignores but does not reset the \Auto Sale"

settings in the Options|Con�gure... dialog box.

The last ommand on the options menu is Options|Key, whih toggles the key (legend)

display on and o�. The key may also be repositioned by dragging with the left mouse button.

Two other ontrols are also available only through the mouse. If the mouse pointer is

positioned over a drawn item in the graph, holding down any mouse button will bring up

the oordinates of that point. The oordinates displayed are the oordinates of a point on

a drawn line, whih are not neessarily the oordinates of a plotted data point. (The data

points are plotted at the endpoints of eah line segment.) The oordinate display is leared

when the mouse button is released.

One vertial and one horizontal rule (line) are also available. Initially, these rules are

tuked and hidden against the left and bottom graph axes, respetively. Either may be

repositioned by dragging with the left mouse button.

The menu seletion File|Exit terminates the mmGraph appliation. The menu Help

provides the usual help failities.

Details

The X-Axis and Y-Axis menus are on�gured based on inoming data. As a result, both

menus are initially empty. If a graph widget is sheduled to reeive data only upon equi-

librium events in the solver, it may be a long time after starting a problem in the solver
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before the graph widget an be on�gured. Beause mmGraph keeps all data up to the

limit imposed by the Point bu�er size, data loss is usually not a problem. Of more impor-

tane is the fat that automati data saving an not be set up until the �rst data point is

reeived. As a workaround, the solver initial state may be sent interatively as a dummy

point to initialize the graph widget axes menus. (You may turn o� the Interative shedule

onnetion after sending this data point.) Selet the desired quantities o� the axes menus,

and use the Options|lear Data ommand to remove the dummy point from mmGraph's

memory. The File|Save As... dialog box may then be used|with the Auto Save option

enabled|to write out an empty table with proper olumn header information. Subsequent

data will be written to this �le as it arrives.
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12 Vetor Field Display: mmDisp

Overview

The appliationmmDisp displays two-dimensional spatial distributions of three-dimensional

vetors (i.e., vetor �elds). It an load vetor �elds from �les in a variety of formats, or it

an aept vetor �eld data from a lient appliation, typially a running solver. mmDisp

o�ers a rih interfae for ontrolling the display of vetor �eld data, and an also save the

data to a �le and produe Postsript print output.

Launhing

mmDisp may be started either by seleting the mmDisp button on mmLaunh, or from

the ommand line via

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl mmDisp [-server℄ [-version℄ \

[-onsole℄ [--℄ [<filename>℄

The ommand line option -server makes mmDisp a server supplying vetor �eld display

servies to other appliations. Without that optionmmDisp only displays vetor �eld data

loaded from �les. The -server option is automatially inluded when mmDisp is launhed

by mmLaunh.
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If the option -version is present on the ommand line, version information is printed,

and mmDisp exits immediately.

If a �lename is supplied on the ommand line, mmDisp takes it to be the name of a �le

ontaining vetor �eld data for display. That �le will be opened on startup.

Inputs

Input to mmDisp may ome from either a �le or from a lient appliation (typially a

running solver), in any of the vetor �eld formats desribed in Se. 16.3. Other �le formats

an also be supported if a translation �lter program is available.

Client appliations that send data to mmDisp ontrol the ow of data. The user,

interating with the mmDisp window, determines how the vetor �eld data are displayed.

File input is initiated through the File|Open. . . dialog box. Several example �les are

inluded in the OOMMF release in the diretory app/mmdisp/examples. When the Browse

button is enabled, the \Open File" dialog box will remain open after loading a �le, so that

multiple �les may be displayed in sequene. The Auto on�guration box determines whether

the vetor subsampling or the zoom fator of the display should be determined automatially

(based on the data in the �le and the urrent display window size), or whether their values

should be held onstant while loading the �le.

mmDisp permits loal ustomization allowing for automati translation from other �le

formats into one of the vetor �eld formats (Se. 16.3) that mmDisp reognizes. When

loading a �le, mmDisp ompares the �le name to a list of glob-style patterns. These

patterns typially math on the �lename extension. An example pattern is *.gz. The

assumption is that the pattern identi�es �les ontaining data in a partiular format. For

eah pattern in the list, there is a orresponding translation program. mmDisp alls on

that program as a �lter whih takes data in one format from standard input and writes to

standard output the same data in one of the formats supported by mmDisp. In its default

on�guration, mmDisp reognizes the pattern *.gz and invokes the translation program

gzip -d to perform the \translation." In this way, support for reading gzip ompressed

�les is \built in" to mmDisp on any platform where the gzip program is installed.

New patterns and translation programs may be added to mmDisp by the usual method

of loal ustomization (Se. 2.3.3). The ommand to add to the ustomization �le is of the

form

O_Option Add mmDisp Input filters {{*.gz {gzip -d}}}

The �nal argument in this ommand is a list of pairs. The �rst element in eah pair is the

�lename pattern. The seond element in eah pair is the ommand line for launhing the

orresponding translation program. If a program foo were known to translate a �le format
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identi�ed by the extension .foo into the OVF �le format, that program ould be made

known to mmDisp by hanging the above ustomization ommand to:

O_Option Add mmDisp Input filters {{*.gz {gzip -d}} {*.foo foo}}

Outputs

The vetor �eld displayed by mmDisp may be saved to disk via the File|Save As. . . dialog

box. The output is in the OVF format (Se. 16.3.1). The OVF �le options may be set by

seleting the appropriate radio buttons in the OVF File Options panel. The Title and Des

�elds may be edited before saving. Enabling the Browse button allows for saving multiple

�les without losing the \Save File" dialog box.

The File|Print. . . dialog is used to produe a Postsript �le of the urrent display. On

Unix systems, the output may be sent diretly to a printer by �lling the Print to: entry

with the appropriate pipe ommand, e.g., |lpr. (The exat form is system dependent.)

Controls

The View menu provides high-level ontrol over how the vetor �eld is plaed in the display

window. The menu seletion View|Wrap Display resizes the display window so that it just

ontains the entire vetor �eld surrounded by a margin. View|Fill Display resizes the vetor

�eld until it �lls the urrent size of the display window. If the aspet ratio of the display

window does not math the aspet ratio of the vetor �eld, a larger than requested margin

appears along one edge to make up the di�erene. View|Rotate w and View|Rotate

w rotate the display one quarter turn ounter-lokwise and lokwise respetively. The

display window also rotates, so that the portion of the vetor �eld seen and any margins

are preserved (unless the display of the ontrol bar fores the display window to be wider).

View|reDraw allows the user to invoke a redrawing of the display window.

The vetor �eld may be resaled (\zoomed") and moved so that only a portion of it is

visible in the display window. When a portion of the vetor �eld lies outside the display

window, srollbars appear that may be used to translate the vetor �eld so that di�erent

portions are visible in the display window. On systems that have a middle mouse button,

liking the middle button on a point in the display window translates the vetor �eld so

that the seleted point is entered within the display window.

The mouse may also be used within the display window to resale the display. A lik

and drag with the left mouse button displays a red retangle that hanges size as the mouse

is dragged. When the left mouse button is released, the vetor �eld is resaled so that the

portion of the display window within the red retangle expands until it reahes the edges
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of the display window. Both dimensions are saled by the same amount so there is no

distortion of the vetor �eld. Small red arrows on the sides of the red retangle indiate

whih dimension will expand to meet the display window boundaries upon release of the left

mouse button. After the resaling, the red retangle remains in the display window briey,

surrounding the same region of the vetor �eld, but at the new sale.

A lik and drag with the right mouse button displays a blue retangle that hanges size

as the mouse is dragged. When the right mouse button is released, the vetor �eld is resaled

so that all of the vetor �eld urrently visible in the display window �ts in the size of the

blue retangle. Both dimensions are saled by the same amount so there is no distortion of

the vetor �eld. Small blue arrows on the sides of the blue retangle indiate the dimension

in whih the vetor �eld will shrink to exatly transform the display window size to the blue

retangle size. After the resaling, the blue retangle remains in the display window briey,

surrounding the same region of the vetor �eld, now entered in the display window, and at

the new sale.

mmDisp remembers the previous display sale. To revert to the previous sale, the user

may hit the ESC key. This is a limited \Undo" feature.

The menu seletion Options|Con�gure. . . brings up a dialog box through whih the

user may ontrol many features of the vetor �eld display. Vetors in the vetor �eld may be

displayed as arrows, pixels, or both. The Arrow and Pixel buttons in the Plot type olumn

on the left of the dialog box enable eah type of display.

Columns 2{4 in the Con�gure dialog box ontrol the use of olor. Both arrows and

pixels may be independently olored to indiate some quantity. The Color Quantity olumn

ontrols whih salar quantity the olor of the arrow or pixel represents. The x, y, or

z omponents of the vetor may be seleted. On regularly gridded data the vetor �eld

divergene is also available for display.

The assignment of a olor to a quantity value is determined by the Colormap seleted.

Colormaps are labeled by a sequene of olors that are mapped aross the range of the

seleted quantity. For example, if the \Red-Blak-Blue" olormap is applied to the Color

Quantity \z", then vetors pointing into the xy-plane (z < 0) are olored red, those lying in

the plane (z = 0) are olored blak, and those pointing out of the plane (z > 0) are olored

blue. Values between the extremes are olored with intermediate olors, seleted using a

disretization determined by the # of Colors value. This value limits the use of potentially

limited olor resoures, and an be used to ahieve some speial oloring e�ets.

When there are many vetors in a vetor �eld, a display of all of them an be more

onfusing than helpful. The Subsample Rate olumn allows the user to request that only

a sampling of vetors from the vetor �eld be displayed. The Subsample Rate value is

roughly the number of vetors along one spatial dimension of the vetor �eld whih map to

a single displayed vetor (arrow or pixel). Eah vetor displayed is an atual vetor in the
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vetor �eld|the seletion of vetors for display is a sampling proess, not an averaging or

interpolation proess. The subsample rates for arrows and pixels may be set independently.

A subsample rate of 0 is interpreted speially to display all data. (This is typially muh

quiker than subsampling at a small rate, e.g., 0.1.)

An arrow or pixel that represents a vetor is by default displayed at a size that overs

the portion of the vetor �eld that that displayed vetor is intended to represent, given

the urrent subsample rate. Following this default, arrows do not signi�antly overlap eah

other, yet all portions of the vetor �eld that are magnetially ative have a representation

in the display. The Magni�ation olumn allows the user to modify the size of the displayed

arrows or pixels (independently). A Magni�ation of 1 is the default size. By hanging

to a larger or smaller Magni�ation value, the user may request arrows or pixels larger or

smaller than the default size.

Lower in the Option|Con�gure. . . dialog box, the user may also selet whether or not

a bounding polygon is displayed, what margin (in pixels) should be maintained around the

vetor �eld, and what bakground olor the display window should use.

None of the hanges made by the user in the Options|Con�gure. . . dialog box a�et

the display window until either the Apply or OK button is seleted. If the OK button is

seleted, the dialog box is also dismissed. The Canel button dismisses the dialog without

hanging the display window.

The other item under the Options menu is a hekbutton that toggles the display of a

ontrol bar. The ontrol bar o�ers alternative interfaes to some of the operations available

from the Options|Con�gure. . . dialog box and the View menu. On the left end of the

ontrol bar is a display of the oordinate axes. These axes rotate along with the vetor �eld

in the display window to identify the oordinate system of the display, and are olor oded

to agree with the pixel (if ative) or arrow oloring. A lik of the left mouse button on the

oordinate axes auses a ounter-lokwise rotation. A lik of the right mouse button on

the oordinate axes auses a lokwise rotation.

To the right of the oordinate axes are two rows of ontrols. The top row allows the user

to ontrol the subsample rate and magni�ation of the arrow display. The subsample rate

may be modi�ed either by diret entry of a new rate, or by manipulation of the slider.

The lower row o�ers an alternative means to ontrol the resaling of the vetor �eld in

the display. The Zoom value roughly orresponds to the number of pixels per vetor in the

vetor �eld. This value may be entered diretly, or modi�ed by manipulation of the slider.

This alternative interfae provides a more preise ontrol over the resaling of the vetor

�eld display than mouse operations provide.

Several keyboard shortuts are available as alternatives to menu- or mouse-based opera-

tions. The e�et of a key ombination depends on whih subwindow of mmDisp is ative.

The TAB key may be used to hange the ative subwindow. The SHIFT-TAB key ombination
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also hanges the ative subwindow, in reverse order.

When the ative subwindow is the display window, the following key ombinations are

ative:

� CTRL-o { same as menu seletion File|Open. . .

� CTRL-s { same as menu seletion File|Save as. . .

� CTRL-p { same as menu seletion File|Print. . .

� CTRL-w { same as menu seletion View|Wrap Display

� CTRL-f { same as menu seletion View|Fill Display

� HOME { First �ll, then wrap the display.

� CTRL-r { same as menu seletion View|Rotate w

� SHIFT-CTRL-r { same as menu seletion View|Rotate w

� INSERT { inrease arrow subsample by 1

� DEL { derease arrow subsample by 1

� SHIFT-INSERT { inrease arrow subsample by fator of 2

� SHIFT-DEL { derease arrow subsample by fator of 2

� PAGEUP { inrease the zoom value by a fator of 1.149

� PAGEDOWN { derease the zoom value by a fator of 1.149

� SHIFT-PAGEUP { inrease the zoom value by fator of 2

� SHIFT-PAGEDOWN { derease the zoom value by fator of 2

� ESC { revert to previous zoom value

When the ative subwindow is the ontrol bar's oordinate axes display, the following

key ombinations are ative:

� LEFT { same as menu seletion View|Rotate w

� RIGHT { same as menu seletion View|Rotate w
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When the ative subwindow is any of the ontrol bar's value entry windows { arrow

subsample, magni�ation, or zoom, the following key ombinations are ative:

� ESC { undo unommitted value (displayed in red)

� RETURN { ommit entered value

When the ative subwindow is either of the ontrol bar's sliders|arrow subsample or

zoom|the following key ombinations are ative:

� LEFT { slide left (derease value)

� RIGHT { slide right (inrease value)

� ESC { undo unommitted value (displayed in red)

� RETURN { ommit urrent value

Of ourse the usual keyboard aess to the menu items is also available.

The menu seletion File|Clear lears the display window. The menu seletion File|Exit

terminates the mmDisp appliation. The menu Help provides the usual help failities.

Details

The seletion of vetors for display aording to the Subsample Rate di�ers depending on

whether or not the data lies on a regular grid. If so, the Subsample Rate takes integer

values and determines the ratio of data points to displayed points. For example, a value of

5 means that every �fth vetor on the grid is displayed. This means that the number of

vetors displayed is 25 times fewer than the number of vetors on the grid.

For an irregular grid of vetors, an average ell size is omputed, and the Subsample

Rate takes values in units of 0.1 times the average ell size. A square grid of that size is

overlaid on the irregular grid. For eah ell in the square grid, the data vetor from the

irregular grid losest to the enter of the square grid ell is seleted for display. The vetor

is displayed at its true loation in the irregular grid, not at the enter of the square grid ell.

As the subsample rate hanges, the set of displayed vetors also hanges, whih an in some

irumstanes substantially hange the appearane of the displayed vetor �eld.
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Using mmDisp as a WWW browser helper appliation

You may on�gure your web browser to automatially launh mmDisp when downloading

an OVF �le. The exat means to do this depends on your browser, but a ouple of examples

are presented below.

In Netsape Navigator 4.X, bring up the Edit|Preferenes. . . dialog box, and selet

the Category Navigator|Appliations subwindow. Create a New Type, with the following

�elds:

Desription of type: OOMMF Vetor Field

MIME Type: appliation/x-oommf-vf

SuÆxes: ovf omf ohf obf svf

Appliation: wish oommfroot/app/oommf/oommf.tl -nofork mmDisp \arg"

On Windows platforms, the Suffixes �eld is labeled File Extension, and only one �le

extension may be entered. Files downloaded from a web server are handled aording to

their MIME Type, rather than their �le extension, so that restrition isn't important when

web browsing. If you wish to have �les on the loal disk with all the above �le extensions

reognized as OOMMF Vetor Field �les, you must repeat the New Type entry for eah

�le extension. In the Appliation �eld, the values of wish, oommfroot, and arg vary with

your platform on�guration. The value of wish is the full path to the wish appliation on

your platform (see Setion 5). On Unix systems, wish may be omitted, assuming that the

oommf.tl sript is exeutable. If wish is not omitted on Unix systems, Netsape will issue

a seurity warning eah time it opens an OOMMF Vetor Field �le. The value of oommfroot

should be the full path to the root diretory of your OOMMF installation. The value of arg

should be \%1" on Windows and \%s" on Unix. The MIME type \appliation/x-oommf-vf"

must be on�gured on any HTTP server whih provides OOMMF Vetor Field �les as well.

For Mirosoft Internet Explorer 3.X, bring up the View|Options. . . dialog box, and

selet the Program tab. Hit the File Types. . . button, followed by the New Type. . .

button. Fill the resulting dialog box with

Desription of type: OOMMF Vetor Field

Assoiated extension: ovf

Content type (MIME): appliation/x-oommf-vf

You may also disable the Con�rm open after download hekbutton if you want. Then hit

the New. . . button below the Ations: window, and in the pop-up �ll in
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Ation: open

Appliation used to perform ation:

wish oommfroot/app/oommf/oommf.tl -nofork mmDisp \%1"

Hit OK, Close, Close and OK. Replae wish and oommfroot with the appropriate paths on

your system (f. Setion 5). This will set up an assoiation on �les with the .ovf extension.

Internet Explorer 3.X apparently ignores the HTML Content Type �eld, so you must repeat

this proess for eah �le extension (.ovf, .omf, .ohf, .obf and .svf) that you want to reognize.

This means, however, that Internet Explorer will make the appropriate assoiation even if

the HTML server does not properly set the HTML Content Type �eld.

Mirosoft Internet Explorer 4.X is integrated with the Windows operating system. Inter-

net Explorer 4.X doesn't o�er any means to set up assoiations between partiular �le types

and the appliations whih should be used to open them. Instead, this assoiation is on�g-

ured within the Windows operating system. To set up assoiations for the OOMMF Vetor

Field �le type on Windows 95 or Windows NT 4.0, selet Settings|Control Panel from

the Start menu. The Control Panel window appears. Selet View|Options. . . to display

a dialog box. A Windows 98 shortut to the same dialog box is to selet Settings|Folder

Options. . . from the Start menu. Selet the File Types tab and proeed as desribed above

for Internet Explorer 3.X. Depending on the exat release/servie path of your Windows

operating system, the exat instrutions may vary.

With the 1.0 releases of OOMMF, you may use the alternate appliation line

oommfroot/app/mmdisp/platformname/mmdisp.exe \arg"

where oommfroot and arg are as in the disussion above and platformname is the name

whih OOMMF assigns to your platform type, as reported by the sript platform.tl.

Also, the �le extension .exe is for Windows platforms only. This alternative spei�ation of

the appliation for opening OOMMF Vetor Field �les should launh a little bit faster than

the more generi ommand line given earlier.

One you have your browser on�gured, you an test it on the muMag 1st Standard

Problem report page,

http://www.tms.nist.gov/%7Erdm/std1/vetorompare.html.

Known Bugs

Internally, mmDisp stores vetor �eld data with 4 byte preision. While this should be

aurate enough for display purposes, it also means that any �le written out by mmDisp

will only have 4 byte preision, even if an 8 byte output format is seleted.
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13 Data Arhive: mmArhive

Overview

The appliation mmArhive provides automated vetor �eld and data table storage ser-

vies. Although mmDisp (Se. 12) and mmGraph (Se. 11) are able to save suh data

under the diretion of the user, there are situations where it is more onvenient to write data

to disk without interative ontrol.

mmArhive does not present a user interfae window of its own, but like mmSolve2D

(Se. 9) relies on mmLaunh (Se. 6) to provide an interfae on its behalf. Beause

mmArhive does not require a window, it is possible on Unix systems to bring down

the X (window) server and still keep mmArhive running in the bakground.

Launhing

mmArhive may be started either by seleting the mmArhive button on mmLaunh, or

from the ommand line via

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl mmArhive [-tk|-notk℄ [-onsole℄

When the mmArhive button of mmLaunh is invoked, mmArhive is launhed with

the -notk option. This allows mmArhive to ontinue running if the X window server is

killed. The -tk option is useful only for enabling the -onsole option for debugging.

As noted above, mmArhive depends upon mmLaunh to provide an interfae. The

entry for an instane of mmArhive in the Threads olumn of any running opy of mm-

Launh has a hekbutton next to it. This button toggles the presene of a user interfae

window through whih the user may ontrol that instane of mmArhive.

Inputs

mmArhive aepts vetor �eld and data table style input from lient appliations (typially

running solvers) on its network (soket) interfae.
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Outputs

The lient appliations that send data tommArhive ontrol the ow of data. mmArhive

opies the data it reeives into �les spei�ed by the lient. There is no interative ontrol to

selet the names of these output �les. A simple status line shows the most reent vetor �le

save, or data table �le open/lose event.

Controls

The Exit in the mmLaunh-supplied user interfae terminates mmArhive. Simply los-

ing the user interfae window does not terminate mmArhive, but only hides the ontrol

window. To kill mmArhive the Exit button must be pressed.

Known Bugs

mmArhive appends data table output to the �le spei�ed by the soure lient appliation

(e.g., a running solver). If, at the same time, more than one soure spei�es the same �le, or if

the the same soure sends data table output to more than one instane of mmArhive, then

onurrent writes to the same �le may orrupt the data in that �le. It is the responsibility

of the user to ensure this does not happen; there is at present no �le loking mehanism in

OOMMF to protet against this situation.
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14 Doumentation Viewer: mmHelp

Overview

The appliation mmHelp manages the display and navigation of hypertext (HTML) help

�les. It presents an interfae similar to that of World Wide Web browsers.

Although mmHelp is patterned after World Wide Web browsers, it does not have all of

their apabilities. mmHelp displays only a simpli�ed form of hypertext required to display

the OOMMF help pages. It is not able to display many of the advaned hypertext features

provided by modern World Wide Web browsers. In the urrent release, mmHelp is not able

to follow http: URLs. It only follows file: URLs.

OOMMF software an be ustomized (See Se. 2.3.3) to use another program to display

the HTML help �les.

Launhing

mmHelp may be launhed from the ommand line via

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl mmHelp [<URL>℄ [-onsole℄

The ommand line argument <URL> is the URL of the �rst page (or home page) to be

displayed. If no URL is spei�ed, mmHelp displays the Table of Contents of the OOMMF

User's Guide by default.
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Controls

Eah page of hypertext is displayed in the mainmmHelp window. Words whih are under-

lined and olored blue are hyperlinks whih mmHelp knows how to follow. Words whih

are underlined and olored red are hyperlinks whih mmHelp does not know how to follow.

Moving the mouse over a hyperlink displays the target URL of the hyperlink in the Link:

line above the display window. Cliking on a blue hyperlink will follow the hyperlink and

display a new page of hypertext.

mmHelp keeps a list of the viewed pages in order of view. Using the Bak and Forward

buttons, the user may move bakward and forward through this list of pages. The Home

button auses the �rst page to be displayed, allowing the user to start again from the

beginning. These three buttons have orresponding entries in the Navigate menu.

The menu seletion File|Refresh, or the Refresh button auses mmHelp to reload and

redisplay the urrent page. This may be useful if the display beomes orrupted, or for

repeatedly loading a hypertext �le whih is being edited.

When mmHelp enounters hypertext elements it does not reognize, it will attempt to

work around the problem. However, in some ases it will not be able to make sense of the

hypertext, and will display an error message. Doumentation authors should take are to

use only the hypertext elements supported by mmHelp in their doumentation �les. Users

should never see suh an error message.

mmHelp displays error messages in one of two ways: within the display window, or in

a separate window. Errors reported in the display window replae the display of the page of

hypertext. They usually indiate that the hypertext page ould not be retrieved, or that its

ontents are not hypertext. File permission errors are also reported in this way.

Errors reported in a separate window are usually due to a formatting error within the

page of hypertext. Seleting the Continue button of the error window instrutsmmHelp to

attempt to resume display of the hypertext page beyond the error. Seleting Abort abandons

further display.

The menu seletion Options|Font sale... brings up a dialog box through whih the

user may selet the sale of the fonts to use in the display window, relative to their initial

size.

The menu seletion File|Exit or the Exit button terminates the mmHelp appliation.

The menu Help provides the usual help failities.
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15 OOMMF Bath System

The OOMMF Bath System (OBS) provides a sriptable interfae (bathsolve.tl) to

the same miromagneti solver engine used by mmSolve2D (Se. 9), and several Tl

sripts (bathmaster.tl, bathslave.tl, and bathtask.tl) that provide support for

omplex job sheduling. All OBS sript �les are in the OOMMF distribution diretory

app/mmsolve/sripts.

Unlike most of the OOMMF pakage, the OBS is meant to be driven primarily from the

ommand line or shell (bath) sript. OBS appliations are launhed from the ommand line

using the bootstrap appliation (Se. 5).

15.1 Bath solver

Overview

The bath solver sript bathsolve.tl provides a simple ommand line interfae to the

OOMMF miromagneti solver engine.

Launhing

The bath solver is launhed by the ommand line:

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl bathsolve [-notk℄ [[-file℄ <filename.mif>℄ \

[-no_interfae℄ [-start_paused℄ [-end_paused℄ [-end_exit℄

where

-notk Do not load Tk or display a (blank) window,

[-�le℄ <�lename.mif> Immediately load and run the spei�ed MIF �le. The [-file℄ tag

may be omitted if the �rst harater of filename is not a hyphen.

-no interfae Do not register with the aount servie diretory appliation. As a result,

bathsolve.tl will not show up on the threads list in mmLaunh (Se. 6), and no

interative interfae will be provided by mmLaunh. (However, if bathsolve.tl

is invoked from inside another sript (e.g., bathslave.tl), the alling sript ould

provide an interfae to the bath-ontrolled solver.)

-start paused Pause solver after loading problem.
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-end paused Pause solver and enter event loop at bottom of bathsolve.tl rather than

just falling o� the end (the e�et of whih will depend on whether or not Tk is loaded).

-end exit Expliitly all exit at bottom of bathsolve.tl.

The input filename.mif �le should ontain a Miromagneti Input Format (Se. 16.1)

(MIF) problem desription, suh as produed by mmProbEd (Se. 7). The bath solver

searhes several diretories for this �le, inluding the urrent working diretory, the data and

sripts subdiretories, and parallel diretories relative to the diretories app/mmsolve and

app/mmpe in the OOMMF distribution. Refer to the mif path variable in bathsolve.tl

for the omplete list.

If bathsolve.tl registers itself with the aount servie diretory appliation, it will

appear in the Threads list of any running opy ofmmLaunh, andmmLaunh will provide

an interative interfae on behalf of bathsolve.tl. Using this interfae, bathsolve.tl

may be ontrolled in a manner similar to mmSolve2D (Se. 9). The interfae allows you

to pause, un-pause, and terminate the urrent simulation, as well as to attah data dis-

play appliations to monitor the solver's progress. If more interative ontrol is needed,

mmSolve2D should be used.

Use the -start_paused swith to monitor the progress of bathsolve.tl from the

very start of a simulation. With this swith the solver will be paused immediately after

loading the spei�ed MIF �le, so you an bring up the interative interfae and onnet

display appliations before the simulation begins. Start the simulation by seleting the Run

ommand from the interative interfae.

The -end_paused swith insures that the solver does not automatially terminate after

ompleting the spei�ed simulation. This is not generally useful, but may �nd appliation

when bathsolve.tl is alled from inside a Tl-only wrapper sript.

Output

The output may be hanged by a Tl wrapper sript (see Se. 15.1), but the default

output behavior of bathsolve.tl is to write tabular text data and the magnetization

state at equilibrium for eah applied �eld step. The tabular data are appended to the

�le basename.odt, where basename is spei�ed in the input MIF �le. See the routine

GetTextData in bathsolve.tl for details, but at present the output onsists of the solver

iteration ount, nominal applied �eld B, redued magnetization m, and total energy. This

output is in the ODT �le format.

The magnetization data are written to a series of OVF (OOMMF Vetor Field) �les,

basename.fieldnnnn.omf, where nnnn starts at 0000 and is inremented at eah applied
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�eld step. (The ASCII header inside eah �le reords the nominal applied �eld at that step.)

These �les are viewable using mmDisp (Se. 12).

Programmer's interfae

In addition to diretly launhing bathsolve.tl from the ommand line, it may also

be soured from inside another Tl sript, e.g., bathslave.tl, that provides additional

ontrol strutures. There are several variables and routines inside bathsolve.tl that may

be aessed and rede�ned from suh a wrapper sript to provide enhaned funtionality.

Global variables

mif A Tl handle to a global mms mif objet holding the problem desription de�ned by

the input MIF �le.

solver A Tl handle to the mms solver objet.

searh path Diretory searh path used by the FindFile pro (see below).

Refer to the soure ode and sample sripts for details on manipulation of these variables.

Bathsolve pros

The following Tl proedures are designed for external use and/or rede�nition:

SolverTaskInit Called at the start of eah task.

BathTaskRelaxCallbak Called at eah equilibrium state reahed in the simulation.

SolverTaskCleanup Called at the onlusion of eah task.

FindFile Searhes the diretories spei�ed by the global variable searh path for a spei�ed

�le. The default SolverTaskInit pro uses this routine to loate the requested input

MIF �le.

The �rst and third of these aept an arbitrary argument list (args), whih is opied over

from the args argument to bathsolve.tl pros BathTaskRun and BathTaskLaunh.

Typially one opies the default pros (as needed) into a task sript, and makes appro-

priate modi�ations. You may (re-) de�ne these pros either before or after souring

bathsolve.tl. See Se. 15.2.3 for example sripts.
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15.2 Bath sheduler

Overview

The OBS provides support for omplex sheduling of multiple bath jobs via the two �les

bathmaster.tl and bathslave.tl plus a user de�ned task sript. The task sript may

be modeled after the inluded simpletask.tl or multitask.tl sample sripts.

The OBS has been designed to ontrol multiple sequential and onurrent miromag-

neti simulations, but the sheduling sripts bathmaster.tl and bathslave.tl are

ompletely general and may be used to shedule other types of jobs as well.

When bathmaster.tl is run, it soures a task sript that should modify the global

objet $TaskInfo to inform the master what tasks to perform and optionally how to launh

slaves to perform those tasks. This is detailed in Se. 15.2.2. After this, bathmaster.tl

launhes all the spei�ed slaves, initializes eah with a slave initialization sript, and then

feeds tasks sequentially from the task list to the slaves. When a slave ompletes a task it

reports bak to the master and is given the next unlaimed task. If there are no more tasks,

the slave is shut down. When all the tasks are omplete, the master prints a summary of

the tasks and exits. Note: At present, launhing and ontrolling jobs o� the loal mahine

requires a working rsh ommand or equivalent.

Launhing

The bath sheduler is launhed by the ommand line:

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl bathmaster [-notk℄ <task_sript.tl> \

[server_host [server_port℄℄

where

-notk Do not load Tk or display a (blank) window,

<task sript.tl> is the user de�ned task (job) de�nition �le,

server host spei�es the network address for the master to use (default is loalhost),

server port is the port address for the master (default is 0, whih selets an arbitrary open

port).

The required <task sript.tl> should be based on the example sripts in Se. 15.2.3.

If slaves are to be run on remote mahines, then server host must be set to the loal

mahine's network name, and the $TaskInfo methods AppendSlave and ModifyHostList

will need to be alled from inside the task sript. See Se. 15.2.2 for details.
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15.2.1 Bath master and slave spei�s

The ommuniation protool between bathmaster.tl and bathslave.tl is evolving

and is not desribed here. Chek the soure ode for the latest details.

The ommand line to start the master sript is shown above. The slave, whih is launhed

by the master using instrutions spei�ed in the task sript, takes a ommand line of the

form

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl bathslave $server(host) $server(port) \

$slaveid $passwd [aux_sript [aux_args℄℄

The arguments $server(host) through $passwd are provided by the master and should

be spei�ed in the task sript using the %onnet info perent substitution token. The

aux sript is a sript for the slave to soure before proessing any ommands from the

master. Typially this will be the miromagneti bath mode sript, bathsolve.tl. The

aux args are additional arguments that will be passed to aux sript.

15.2.2 Bath task sripts

The master sript reates an instane of a BathTaskObj objet with the name $TaskInfo.

The task sript uses method alls to this objet to set up tasks to be performed. The only

required all is to the AppendTask method, e.g.,

$TaskInfo AppendTask A "BathTaskRun taskA.mif"

This method expets two arguments, a label for the task (here \A") and a sript to aom-

plish the task. The sript will be passed aross a network soket from the master to the

slave, and then the sript will be interpreted by the slave. (In partiular, keep in mind that

the �le system seen by the sript will be that of the mahine on whih the slave proess is

running.)

This example uses the default bathsolve.tl pros to run the simulation de�ned by the

taskA.mif MIF �le. If you want to make hanges to the MIF problem spei�ations on the

y, you will need to modify the default pros. This is done by reating a slave initialization

sript, via the all

$TaskInfo SetSlaveInitSript { <insert sript here> }

The slave initialization sript does global initializations, and also generally rede�nes the

SolverTaskInit pro; optionally the BathTaskRelaxCallbak and SolverTaskCleanup

pros may be rede�ned as well. At the start of eah task SolverTaskInit is alled by
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BathTaskRun (in bathsolve.tl), at eah equilibrium BathTaskRelaxCallbak is ex-

euted, and at the end of eah task SolverTaskCleanup is alled. The �rst and third are

passed the arguments that were passed to BathTaskRun. A simple SolverTaskInit pro

ould be

pro SolverTaskInit { args } {

global mif basename outtextfile

set A [lindex $args 0℄

set outbasename "$basename-A$A"

$mif SetA $A

$mif SetOutBaseName $outbasename

set outtextfile [open "$outbasename.odt" "a+"℄

puts $outtextfile [GetTextData header \

"Run on $basename.mif, with A=[$mif GetA℄"℄

}

This pro reeives the exhange onstant A for this task on the argument list, and makes use of

the global variables mif and basename. (Both should be initialized in the slave initialization

sript outside the SolverTaskInit pro.) It then stores the requested value of A in the mif

objet, sets up the base �lename to use for output, and opens a text �le to whih tabular

data will be appended. The handle to this text �le is stored in the global outtextfile,

whih is losed by the default SolverTaskCleanup pro. A orresponding task sript ould

be

$TaskInfo AppendTask "A=13e-12 J/m" "BathTaskRun 13e-12"

whih runs a simulation with A set to 13 � 10

�12

J/m. This example is taken from the

multitask.tl sript in Se. 15.2.3.

If you want to run more than one task at a time, then the $TaskInfomethod AppendSlave

will have to be invoked. This takes the form

$TaskInfo AppendSlave <spawn ount> <spawn ommand>

where <spawn ommand> is the ommand to launh the slave proess, and <spawn ount>

is the number of slaves to launh with this ommand. (Typially <spawn ount> should

not be larger than the number of proessors on the target system.) The default value for

this item (whih gets overwritten with the �rst all to $TaskInfo AppendSlave) is

1 {exe %tlsh %oommf bathslave -notk %onnet_info bathsolve.tl}
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This uses the OOMMF bootstrap program to launh the bathslave appliation, with on-

netion information provided by the master, and using the auxiliary sript bathsolve.tl.

The bathmaster sript provides several perent-style substitutions useful in slave launh

sripts: %tlsh, %oommf, %onnet info, %oommf root, and %%. The �rst is the Tl shell

to use, the seond is the absolute path to the OOMMF bootstrap program on the master

mahine, the third is onnetion information needed by the bathslave appliation, the

fourth is the path to the OOMMF root diretory on the master mahine, and the last is

interpreted as a single perent.

To launh slaves on a remote host, use rsh in the spawn ommand, e.g.,

$TaskInfo AppendSlave 1 {exe rsh foo tlsh oommf/app/oommf/oommf.tl \

bathslave -notk %onnet_info bathsolve.tl}

This example assumes tlsh is in the exeution path on the remote mahine foo, and

OOMMF is installed o� of your home diretory. In addition, you will have to add the

mahine foo to the host onnet list with

$TaskInfo ModifyHostList +foo

and bathmaster must be run with the network interfae spei�ed as the server host (instead

of the default loalhost), e.g.,

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl bathmaster multitask.tl bar

where bar is the name of the loal mahine.

This may seem a bit ompliated, but the examples in the next setion should make

things learer.

15.2.3 Sample task sripts

The �rst sample task sript (Fig. 1) is a simple example that runs the 3 miromagneti

simulations desribed by the MIF �les taskA.mif, taskB.mif and taskC.mif. It is launhed

with the ommand

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl bathmaster simpletask.tl

This example uses the default slave launh sript, so a single slave is launhed on the urrent

mahine, and the 3 simulations will be run sequentially. Also, no slave init sript is given,

so the default pros in bathsolve.tl are used. Output will be magnetization states and

tabular data for eah equilibrium state, stored in �les on the loal mahine with base names

as spei�ed in the MIF �les.

The seond task sript (Fig. 2) is a more ompliated example running onurrent

proesses on two mahines. This sript should be run with the ommand
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# FILE: simpletask.tl

#

# This is a sample bath task file. Usage example:

#

# tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl bathmaster simpletask.tl

# Form task list

$TaskInfo AppendTask A "BathTaskRun taskA.mif"

$TaskInfo AppendTask B "BathTaskRun taskB.mif"

$TaskInfo AppendTask C "BathTaskRun taskC.mif"

Figure 1: Sample task sript simpletask.tl.

tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl bathmaster multitask.tl bar

where bar is the name of the loal mahine.

Near the top of the multitask.tl sript several Tl variables (RMT MACHINE through

A list) are de�ned; these are used farther down in the sript. The remote mahine is spei-

�ed as foo, whih is used in the $TaskInfo AppendSlave and $TaskInfo ModifyHostList

ommands.

There are two AppendSlave ommands, one to run two slaves on the loal mahine, and

one to run a single slave on the remote mahine (foo). The latter hanges to a spei�ed

working diretory before launhing the bathslave appliation on the remote mahine.

(For this to work you must have rsh on�gured properly. In the future it may be possible to

launh remote ommands using the OOMMF aount server appliation, thereby lessening

the reliane on system ommands like rsh.)

Below this the slave init sript is de�ned. The Tl regsub ommand is used to plae

the task sript de�ned value of BASEMIF into the init sript template. The init sript is

run on the slave when the slave is �rst brought up. It �rst reads the base MIF �le into a

newly reated mms mif instane. (The MIF �le needs to be aessible by the slave proess,

irrespetive of whih mahine it is running on.) Then replaement SolverTaskInit and

SolverTaskCleanup pros are de�ned. The new SolverTaskInit interprets its �rst argu-

ment as a value for the exhange onstant A. Note that this is di�erent from the default

SolverTaskInit pro, whih interprets its �rst argument as the name of a MIF �le to load.

With this task sript, a MIF �le is read one when the slave is brought up, and then eah task

rede�nes only the value of A for the simulation (and orresponding hanges to the output

�lenames and data table header).

Finally, the Tl loop struture
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foreah A $A_list {

$TaskInfo AppendTask "A=$A" "BathTaskRun $A"

}

is used to build up a task list onsisting of one task for eah value of A in A list (de�ned

at the top of the task sript). For example, the �rst value of A is 10e-13, so the �rst task

will have the label A=10e-13 and the orresponding sript is BathTaskRun 10e-13. The

value 10e-13 is passed on by BathTaskRun to the SolverTaskInit pro, whih has been

rede�ned to proess this argument as the value for A, as desribed above.

There are 6 tasks in all, and 3 slave proesses, so the �rst three tasks will run onurrently

in the 3 slaves. As eah slave �nishes it will be given the next task, until all the tasks are

omplete.

# FILE: multitask.tl

#

# This is a sample bath task file. Usage example:

#

# tlsh app/oommf/oommf.tl bathmaster multitask.tl hostname [port℄

#

# Task sript onfiguration

set RMT_MACHINE foo

set RMT_TCLSH tlsh

set RMT_OOMMF "/path/to/oommf/app/oommf/oommf.tl"

set RMT_WORK_DIR "/path/to/oommf/app/mmsolve/data"

set BASEMIF taskA

set A_list { 10e-13 10e-14 10e-15 10e-16 10e-17 10e-18 }

# Slave launh ommands

$TaskInfo ModifyHostList +$RMT_MACHINE

$TaskInfo AppendSlave 2 "exe %tlsh %oommf bathslave -notk \

%onnet_info bathsolve.tl"

$TaskInfo AppendSlave 1 "exe rsh $RMT_MACHINE \

d $RMT_WORK_DIR \\\;\

$RM_TCLSH $RMT_OOMMF bathslave -notk %onnet_info bathsolve.tl"

# Slave initialization sript (with bathsolve.tl pro

# redefinitions)

set init_sript {
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# Initialize solver. This is run at global sope

set basename __BASEMIF__ ;# Base mif filename (global)

mms_mif New mif

$mif Read [FindFile ${basename}.mif℄

# Redefine TaskInit and TaskCleanup pro's

pro SolverTaskInit { args } {

global mif outtextfile basename

set A [lindex $args 0℄

set outbasename "$basename-A$A"

$mif SetA $A

$mif SetOutBaseName $outbasename

set outtextfile [open "$outbasename.odt" "a+"℄

puts $outtextfile [GetTextData header \

"Run on $basename.mif, with A=[$mif GetA℄"℄

flush $outtextfile

}

pro SolverTaskCleanup { args } {

global outtextfile

lose $outtextfile

}

}

# Substitute $BASEMIF in for __BASEMIF__ in above sript

regsub -all -- __BASEMIF__ $init_sript $BASEMIF init_sript

$TaskInfo SetSlaveInitSript $init_sript

# Create task list

foreah A $A_list {

$TaskInfo AppendTask "A=$A" "BathTaskRun $A"

}

Figure 2: Advaned sample task sript multitask.tl.
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16 File Formats

16.1 Problem spei�ation format (MIF)

Miromagneti simulations are spei�ed to the OOMMF solver using the OOMMF Miro-

magneti Input Format (MIF). This is also the native �le type for the OOMMF problem

editor, mmProbEd (Se. 7). All values are in SI units.

A sample MIF �le is presented in Fig. 3. The �rst line of a MIF �le must be of the

form \# MIF x.y", where x.y represents the format revision number. OOMMF reads and

writes the MIF 1.1 format. (There was a MIF 1.0 format, but it was never part of a released

version of OOMMF.) It is reommended that MIF �les be given names ending in the .mif

�le extension so that MIF �les may be easily identi�ed.

After the format identi�er line, any line ending in a bakslash, `\', is joined to the

sueeding line before any other proessing is performed. Lines beginning with a `#' harater

are omments and are ignored. Blank lines are also ignored.

All other lines must onsist of a Reord Identi�er followed by a parameter list. The Reord

Identi�er is separated from the parameter list by one or more `:' and/or `=' haraters.

Whitespae and ase is ignored in the Reord Identi�er �eld.

The parameter list must be a proper Tl list. The parameters are parsed (broken into

separate elements) following normal Tl rules; in short, items are separated by whitespae,

exept as grouped by double quotes and urly braes. The grouping haraters are removed

during parsing. Any `#' harater that is found outside of any grouping mehanism is inter-

preted as a omment start harater. The `#' and all following haraters on that line are

interpreted as a omment.

Order of the reords in a MIF �le is unimportant, exept as expliitly stated below. If two

or more lines ontain the same Reord Identi�er, then the last one takes preedene (exept

for Field Range reords, of whih there may be several ative). All reords are required

unless listed as optional. Some of these reord types are not yet supported by mmProbEd,

however your may edit a MIF �le by hand and supply it to mmSolve2D (Se. 9) using

FileSoure (Se. 8).

For onveniene, the Reord Identi�er tags are organized into several groups; these groups

orrespond to the buttons presented by mmProbEd. We follow this onvention below.

Material parameters

� # Material Name: This is a onveniene entry for mmProbEd; inside the MIF �le

it is a omment line. It relates a symboli name (e.g., Iron) to spei� values to the

next 4 items. Ignored by solvers.
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� Ms: Saturation magnetization in A/m.

� A: Exhange sti�ness in J/m.

� K1: Crystalline anisotropy onstant in J/m

3

. If K1 > 0, then the anisotropy axis (or

axes) is an easy axis; if K1 < 0 then the anisotropy axis is a hard axis.

� Anisotropy Type: Crystalline anisotropy type; One of < uniaxial j ubi >.

� Anisotropy Dir1: Diretional osines of �rst rystalline anisotropy axis, taken with

respet to the oordinate axes (3 numbers). Optional; Default is 1 0 0 (x-axis).

� Anisotropy Dir2: Diretional osines of seond rystalline anisotropy axis, taken

with respet to the oordinate axes (3 numbers). Optional; Default is 0 1 0 (y-axis).

For uniaxial materials it suÆes to speify only Anisotropy Dir1. For ubi materials

one should also speify Anisotropy Dir2; the third axis diretion will be alulated

as the ross produt of the �rst two. The anisotropy diretions will be automatially

normalized if neessary, so for example 1 1 1 is valid input (it will be modi�ed to .5774

.5774 .5774). For ubi materials, Dir2 will be adjusted to be perpendiular to Dir1

(by subtrating out the omponent parallel to Dir1).

� Anisotropy Initialization: Method to use to set up diretions of anisotropy axes, as

a funtion of spatial loation; This is a generalization of the Anisotropy Dir1/2 reords.

The value for this reord should be one of < Constant j UniformXY j UniformS2 >.

Constant uses the values spei�ed for Anisotropy Dir1 and Dir2, with no dispersion.

UniformXY ignores the values given for Anisotropy Dir1 and Dir2, and randomly

varies the anisotropy diretions uniformly in the xy-plane. UniformS2 is similar, but

randomly varies the anisotropy diretions uniformly on the unit sphere (S

2

). This

reord is optional; the default value is Constant.

� Do Preess: If 1, then enable the preession term in the Landau-Lifshitz ODE. If 0,

then do pure damping only. (Optional; default value is 1.)

� Gyratio: The gyromagneti ratio, in m/(A.s). This is optional, with default value

of 2:21 � 10

5

. See the disussion of the Landau-Lifshitz ODE under the Damp Coef

reord identi�er desription.

� Damp Coef: The ODE solver in OOMMF integrates the Landau-Lifshitz equation,

written as

dM

dt

= �M�H

e�

�

�

M

s

M� (M�H

e�

) ;
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where

 is the gyromagneti ratio (in m/(A.s)),

� is the damping oeÆient (dimensionless).

The last is spei�ed by the \Damp Coef" entry in the MIF �le. If not spei�ed, a

default value of 0.5 is used, whih allows the solver to onverge in a reasonable number

of iterations. Physial materials will typially have a damping oeÆient in the range

0:004 to 0:15.

Demag spei�ation

� Demag Type: Speify algorithm used to alulate self-magnetostati (demagnetiza-

tion) �eld. Must be one of

{ 3dSlab: Calulate the in-plane �eld omponents using o�set bloks of onstant

(volume) harge. Details are given in [2℄. Field omponents parallel to the z-axis

are alulated using squares of onstant (surfae) harge on the upper and lower

surfaes of the sample.

{ 3dCharge: Calulate the in-plane �eld omponent using retangles of onstant

(surfae) harge on eah ell. This is equivalent to assuming onstant magnetiza-

tion in eah ell. The z-omponents of the �eld are alulated in the same manner

as for the 3dSlab approah.

{ FastPipe: Algorithm suitable for simulations that have in�nite extent in the

z-diretion. This is a 2D version of the 3dSlab algorithm.

{ None: No demagnetization. Fastest but least aurate method. :-}

The 3dSlab and 3dCharge methods require that the Part Thikness (f. the Part Ge-

ometry setion) be set. All algorithms use Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) tehniques

to aelerate the alulations.

Part geometry

� Part Width: Nominal part width (x-dimension) in meters. Will be automatially

adjusted to an integral multiple of Cell Size.

� Part Height: Nominal part height (y-dimension) in meters. Will be automatially

adjusted to an integral multiple of Cell Size.
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� Part Thikness: Part thikness (z-dimension) in meters. Required for 3D models.

� Cell Size: In-plane (xy-plane) edge dimension of base alulation ell. This ell is

a retangular brik, with square in-plane ross-setion and thikness given by Part

Thikness.

� Part Shape: Optional. Part shape in the xy-plane; must be one of the following:

{ Retangle

The sample �lls the area spei�ed by Part Width and Part Height. (Default.)

{ Ellipse

The sample (or the magnetially ative portion thereof) is an ellipse insribed

into the retangular area spei�ed by Part Width and Part Height.

{ Oval r

Shape is a rounded retangle, where eah orner is replaed by a quarter irle

with radius r, where r is the seond parameter.

{ Mask �lename

Shape is determined by a 2-olor bitmap �le, the name of whih is spei�ed as

the seond parameter. The given �lename must be aessible to the solver appli-

ation. At present the bitmap �le must be in either the PPM (portable pixmap)

or GIF format. The bitmap will be saled as neessary to �t the simulation. The

magnetially ative ells orrespond to blak pixels in the bitmap.

Initial magnetization

� Init Mag: Name of routine to use to initialize the simulation magnetization diretions

(as a funtion of position), and routine parameters, if any. Optional, with default

Random. The list of routines is long, and it is easy to add new ones. See the �le

maginit. for details. A few of the more useful routines are:

{ Random

Random diretions on the unit sphere. This is somewhat like a quenhed thermal

demagnetized state.

{ Uniform � �

Uniform magnetization in the diretion indiated by the two additional parame-

ters, � and �, where the �rst is the angle from the z-axis (in degrees), and the

seond is the angle from the x-axis (in degrees) of the projetion onto the xy-plane.
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{ Vortex

Fits an idealized vortex about the enter of the sample.

{ avfFile �lename

The seond parameter spei�es an OVF/VIO (i.e., \any" vetor �eld) �le to use to

initialize the magnetization. The grid in the input �le will be saled as neessary

to �t the grid in the urrent simulation. The �le must be aessible to the intended

solver appliation.

Experiment parameters

The following reords speify the applied �eld shedule:

� Field Range: Spei�es a range of applied �elds that are stepped though in a linear

manner. The parameter list should be 7 numbers: the starting �eld Bx By Bz in Tesla,

the stopping �eld Bx By Bz in Tesla, and an integer number of steps (intervals) to

take between the starting and stopping �elds (inlusive). Use as many Field Range

reords as neessary|they will be stepped through in order of appearane. This reord

is optional, with a default value of 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.

� Field Type: External �eld routine and parameters, if any. This is optional, with

default Uniform. At most one reord of this type is allowed, but the Multi type may

be used to apply a olletion of �elds. The nominal applied �eld (NAF) is stepped

through the Field Ranges desribed above, and is made available to the external �eld

routines that use or ignore it as appropriate.

The following Field Type routines are available:

{ Uniform

Applied �eld is uniform with value spei�ed by the NAF.

{ Ribbon relharge x0 y0 x1 y1 height

Charge \Ribbon," lying perpendiular to the xy-plane. Here relharge is the

harge strength relative to Ms, and (x0,z0), (x1,z1) are the endpoints of the

ribbon (in meters). The ribbon extends height/2 above and below the alulation

plane. This routine ignores the NAF.

{ Tie rfx rfy rfz x0 y0 x1 y1 ribwidth

The points (x0,y0) and (x1,y1) de�ne (in meters) the endpoints of the enter

spine of a retangular ribbon of width ribwidth lying in the xy-plane. The ells

with sample point inside this retangle see an applied �eld of (rfx,rfy,rfz), in units
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relative to Ms. (If the �eld is large, then the magnetizations in the retangle will

be \tied" to the diretion of that �eld.) This routine ignores the NAF.

{ OneFile �lename multiplier

Read B �eld in from a �le. Eah value in the �le is multiplied by the \multiplier"

value on input. This makes it simple to reverse �eld diretion (use -1 for the

multiplier), or to onvert H �elds to B �elds (use 1.256637e-6). The input �le

may be any of the vetor �eld �le types reognized by mmDisp. The input

dimensions will be saled as neessary to �t the simulation grid, with zeroth

order interpolation as neessary. This routine ignores the NAF.

{ FileSeq �lename proname multiplier

This is a generalization of the OneFile routine that reads in �elds from a sequene

of �les. Here \�lename" is the name of a �le ontaining Tl ode to be soured

during problem initialization, and \proname" is the name of a Tl proedure

de�ned in �lename, whih takes the nominal B �eld omponents and �eld step

ount values as imports (4 values total), and returns the name of the vetor �eld

�le that should be used as the applied B �eld for that �eld step.

{ Multi routineount \

param1ount name1 param1 param2 . . . \

param2ount name2 param1 param2 . . . \

. . .

Allows a onglomeration of several �eld type routines. All entries must be on

the same logial line, i.e., end physial lines with '\' ontinuation haraters as

neessary. Here routineount is the number of routines, and param1ount is the

number parameters (inluding name1) needed by the �rst routine, et.

Note that all lengths are in meters. The oordinates in the simulation lie in the �rst

otant, running from (0,0,0) to (Part Width, Part Height, Part Thikness).

Output spei�ation

� Base Output Filename: Default base name used to onstrut output �lenames.

Misellaneous

� Converge jmxhj Value: Nominal value to use as a stopping riterion: When km�hk

(= kM�Hk=M

2

s

) at all spins in the simulation is smaller than this value, it is assumed

that a relaxed (equilibrium) state has been reahed for the urrent applied �eld. This

is a dimensionless value. Optional; default value is 10

�4

.
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� Randomizer seed: Value with whih to seed random number generator. Optional.

Default value is 0, whih uses the system lok to generate a semi-random seed.

# MIF 1.1

#

# All units are SI.

#

####################### MATERIAL PARAMETERS ############################

Ms: 800e3 # Saturation magnetization in A/m.

A: 13e-12 # Exhange stiffness in J/m.

K1: 0.5e3 # Anisotropy onstant in J/m^3.

Anisotropy Type: uniaxial # One of <uniaxial|ubi>.

Anisotropy Dir1: 1 0 0 # Diretional osines wrt to oordinate axes

####################### DEMAG SPECIFICATION ############################

Demag Type: 3dSlab # One of <3dSlab|2dSlab|3dCharge|FastPipe|None>.

########################## PART GEOMETRY ###############################

Part Width: 0.25e-6 # Nominal part width in m

Part Height: 1.0e-6 # Nominal part height in m

Part Thikness: 1e-9 # Part thikness in m.

Cell Size: 8.1e-9 # Cell size in m.

#Part Shape: # One of <Retangle|Ellipse|Oval|Mask>. Optional.

###################### INITIAL MAGNETIZATION ###########################

Init Mag: Uniform 90 45 # Initial magnetization routine and parameters

###################### EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS ###########################

Field Range: -.05 -.01 0. .05 .01 0. 100 # Start_field Stop_field Steps

Field Range: .05 .01 0. -.05 -.01 0. 100

Field Type: Multi 4 \

7 Ribbon 1 0 1.0e-6 0.25e-6 1.0e-6 1e-9 \

7 Ribbon 1 0 0 0.25e-6 0 1e-9 \

9 Tie 100 0 0 0.12e-6 0.5e-6 0.13e-6 0.5e-6 8.1e-9 \

1 Uniform

# The above positions ribbons of positive harge along the upper

# and lower edges with strength Ms, applies a large (100 Ms) field

# to the enter ell, and also applies a uniform field aross the
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# sample stepped from (-.05,-.01,0.) to (.05,.01,0.) (Tesla), and

# bak, in approximately 0.001 T steps.

###################### OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS ###########################

Base Output Filename: samplerun

########################## MISCELLANEOUS ###############################

Randomizer seed: 1 # Value to seed random number generator with.

Converge Torque Value: 1e-5 # Stopping riterion, relative to Ms.

Figure 3: Example MIF �le.

16.2 Data table format (ODT)

Textual output from solver appliations that is not of the vetor �eld variety is output in the

OOMMF Data Table (ODT) format. This is an ASCII �le format, with olumn information

in the header and one line of data per reord. Any line ending in a '\' harater is joined to

the sueeding line before any other proessing is performed. Any leading '#' haraters on

the seond line are removed.

As with the OVF format (Se. 16.3.1), all non-data lines begin with a '#' harater,

omments with two '#' haraters. (This makes it easier to import the data into external

programs, for example, plotting pakages.) An example is shown in Fig. 4.

The �rst line of an ODT �le should be the �le type desriptor

# ODT 1.0

It is also reommended that ODT �les be given names ending in the �le extension .odt so

that ODT �les may be easily identi�ed.

The remaining lines of the ODT �le format should be omments, data, or any of the

following 5 reognized desriptor tag lines:

� # Table Start: Optional, used to segment a �le ontaining multiple data table bloks.

Anything after the olon is taken as an optional label for the orresponding data table

blok.

� # Title: Optional; everything after the olon is interpreted as a title for the table.
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# ODT 1.0

# Table Start

# Title: This is a small sample ODT file.

#

## This is a sample omment. You an put anything you want

## on omment lines.

#

# Columns: Iteration "Applied Field" {Total Energy} Mx

# Units: {} "mT" "J/m^3" "A/m"

103 50 0.00636 787840

1000 32 0.00603 781120

10300 -5000 0.00640 -800e3

# Table End

Figure 4: Sample ODT �le.

� # Columns: Required. One parameter per olumn, designating the label for that

olumn. Spaes may be embedded in a olumn label by using the normal Tl grouping

mehanisms (i.e., double-quotes and braes).

� # Units: Optional. If given, it should have one parameter for eah olumn, giving a

unit label for the orresponding olumn.

� # Table End: Optional, no parameters. Should be paired with a orresponding Table

Start reord.

Data may appear anywhere after the Columns desriptor reord and before any Table End

line, with one reord per line. The data should be numeri values separated by whitespae.

16.3 Vetor �eld format (OVF)

Vetor �eld �les speify vetor quantities (e.g., magnetization or magneti ux density) as

a funtion of spatial position. This type of �le is produed by mmSolve2D (Se. 9) when

\Total Field" or \Magnetization" output is seleted. It is also the input data type read by

mmDisp (Se. 12). OOMMF stores vetor �eld �les in the OOMMF Vetor Field (OVF)

format. There are two versions of the OVF format supported by OOMMF. The OVF 1.0

format is the preferred format and the only one written by OOMMF software. It supports

both retangular and irregular meshes, in binary and ASCII. The OVF 0.0 format (formerly
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SVF) is an older, simpler format that an be useful for importing vetor �eld data into

OOMMF from other programs. (A third format, the Vetor Input/Output (VIO) format, is

used by some preursors to the OOMMF ode. Although OOMMF is able to read the VIO

format, its use is depreated. New programs should not make use of it.)

The reommended �le extensions for OVF �les are .omf for magnetization �les, .ohf for

magneti �eld (H) �les, .obf for magneti ux density (B) �les, or .ovf for generi �les.

16.3.1 The OVF 1.0 format

A ommented sample OVF 1.0 �le is provided in Fig. 5. An OVF �le has an ASCII header

and trailer, and a data blok that may be either ASCII or binary. All non-data lines begin

with a `#' harater; the double `##' marks the start of a omment, whih ontinues until

the end of the line. There is no line ontinuation harater. Lines starting with a `#' but

ontaining only whitespae haraters are ignored.

All non-empty non-omment lines in the �le header are strutured as �eld+value pairs.

The �eld tag onsists of all haraters after the initial `#' up to the �rst olon (`:') harater.

Case is ignored, and all spae and tab haraters are eliminated. The value onsists of all

haraters after the �rst olon, ontinuing up to a `##' omment designator or the end of the

line.

The �rst line of an OVF �le should be a �le type identi�ation line, having the form

# OOMMF: retangular mesh v1.0

where the value \retangular mesh v1.0" identi�es the meshtype and revision. While the

OVF 1.0 format was under development in earlier OOMMF releases, the revision strings 0.99

and 0.0a0 were sometimes reorded on the �le type identi�ation line. OOMMF treats all

of these as synonyms for 1.0 when reading OVF �les.

The remainder of the �le is oneptually broken into Segment bloks, and eah Segment

blok is omposed of a (Segment) Header blok and a Data blok. Every blok begins with

\# Begin: <blok type>" line, and ends with a orresponding \# End: <blok type>" line.

The number of Segment bloks is spei�ed in the

# Segment ount: 1

line. Currently only 1 segment is allowed. This may be hanged in the future to allow for

multiple vetor �elds per �le. This is followed by

# Begin: Segment

to start the �rst segment.
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Segment Header blok

The Segment Header blok start is marked by the line \# Begin: Header" and the end by

\# End: Header". Everything between these lines should be either omments or one of the

following �le desriptor lines. They are order independent. All are required unless otherwise

stated. Numeri values are oating point values unless \integer" is expliitly stated.

� title: Long �le name or title.

� des: Desription line. Use as many as desired. Desription lines may be displayed

by postproessing programs, unlike omment lines whih are ignored by all automated

proessing.

� meshunit: Fundamental mesh spatial unit, treated as a label. The omment marker

`##' is not allowed in this label. Example value: \nm".

� valueunit: Fundamental �eld value unit, treated as a label. The omment marker

`##' is not allowed in this label. Example: \kA/m."

� valuemultiplier: File data values are multiplied by this to get true values in units of

\valueunit." This simpli�es the use of normalized values in the data blok.

� xmin, ymin, zmin, xmax, ymax, zmax: Six separate lines, speifying the bounding

box for the mesh, in units of \meshunit." This may be used by display programs to

limit the display area, and may be used for drawing a boundary frame if \boundary"

is not spei�ed.

� boundary: List of (x,y,z) triples speifying the verties of a boundary frame.

� ValueRangeMaxMag, ValueRangeMinMag: The maximum and non-zero mini-

mum �eld magnitudes in the data blok, in the same units as used in the data blok.

These are for optional use as hints by postproessing programs; for example,mmDisp

will not display any vetor with magnitude smaller than ValueRangeMinMag.

� meshtype: Grid struture; should be either \retangular" or \irregular." Irregular

grid �les should speify \pointount" in the header; retangular grid �les should speify

instead \xbase, ybase, zbase," \xstepsize, ystepsize, zstepsize," and \xnodes, ynodes,

znodes."

� pointount: Number of data sample points/loations, i.e., nodes (integer). For irreg-

ular grids only.
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� xbase, ybase, zbase: Three separate lines, denoting the position of the �rst point in

the data setion, in units of \meshunit." For retangular grids only.

� xstepsize, ystepsize, zstepsize: Three separate lines, speifying the distane be-

tween adjaent grid points, in units of \meshunit." For retangular grids only.

� xnodes, ynodes, znodes: Three separate lines, speifying the number of nodes along

eah axis (integers only). For retangular grids only.

Data blok

The data blok start is marked by a line of the form

# Begin: data <representation>

where <representation> is one of \text", \binary 4", or \binary 8". Text mode uses the

ASCII spei�ation, with individual data items separated by an arbitrary amount of whites-

pae (spaes, tabs and newlines). Comments are not allowed inside binary mode data bloks,

but are permitted inside text data bloks.

The binary representations are IEEE oating point in network byte order (MSB). To

insure that the byte order is orret, and to provide a partial hek that the �le hasn't been

sent through a non 8-bit lean hannel, the �rst datum is a prede�ned value: 1234567.0

(Hex: 49 96 B4 38) for 4-byte mode, and 123456789012345.0 (Hex: 42 DC 12 21 83 77 DE

40) for 8-byte mode. The data immediately follow the hek value.

The struture of the data depends on whether the \meshtype" delared in the header is

\irregular" or \retangular". For irregular meshes, eah data element is a 6-tuple, onsisting

of the x, y and z omponents of the node position, followed by the x, y and z omponents of

the �eld at that position. Ordering among the nodes is not relevant. The number of nodes

is spei�ed in the \pointount" line in the segment header.

For retangular meshes, data input is �eld values only, in x, y, z omponent triples.

These are ordered with the x index inremented �rst, then the y index, and the z index last.

This is nominally Fortran order, and is adopted here beause ommonly x will be the longest

dimension, and z the shortest, so this order is more memory-aess eÆient than the normal

C array indexing of z, y, x. The size of eah dimension is spei�ed in the \xnodes, ynodes,

znodes" lines in the segment header.

In any ase, the �rst harater after the last data item should be a newline, followed by

# End: data <representation>

where <representation> must math the value in the \Begin: data" line. This is followed

by a
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# End: segment

line that ends the segment, and hene the �le.

# OOMMF: retangular mesh v1.0

#

## This is a omment.

## No omments allowed in the first line.

#

# Segment ount: 1 ## Number of segments. Should be 1 for now.

#

# Begin: Segment

# Begin: Header

#

# Title: Long file name or title goes here

#

# Des: 'Desription' tag, whih may be used or ignored by postproessing

# Des: programs. You an put anything you want here, and an have as many

# Des: 'Des' lines as you want. The ## omment marker is disabled in

# Des: desription lines.

#

## Fundamental mesh measurement unit. Treated as a label:

# meshunit: nm

#

# meshtype: retangular

# xbase: 0. ## (xbase,ybase,zbase) is the position, in

# ybase: 0. ## 'meshunit', of the first point in the data

# zbase: 0. ## setion (below).

#

# xstepsize: 20. ## Distane between adjaent grid pts.: on the x-axis,

# ystepsize: 10. ## 20 nm, et. The sign on this value determines the

# zstepsize: 10. ## grid orientation relative to (xbase,ybase,zbase).

#

# xnodes: 200 ## Number of nodes along the x-axis, et. (integers)

# ynodes: 400

# znodes: 1

#

# xmin: 0. ## Corner points defining mesh bounding box in
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# ymin: 0. ## 'meshunit'. Floating point values.

# zmin: -10.

# xmax: 4000.

# ymax: 4000.

# zmax: 10.

#

## Fundamental field value unit, treated as a label:

# valueunit: kA/m

# valuemultiplier: 0.79577472 ## Multiply file values by this to get

# ## true value in 'valueunits'.

#

# ValueRangeMaxMag: 1005.3096 ## These are in file value units, and

# ValueRangeMinMag: 1e-8 ## are used as hints (or defaults) by

# ## postproessing programs. The mmDisp program ignores any points

# ## with magnitude smaller than ValueRangeMinMag, and uses

# ## ValueRangeMaxMag to sale inputs for display.

#

# End: Header

#

## Anything between '# End: Header' and '# Begin: data text',

## '# Begin: data binary 4' or '# Begin: data binary 8' is ignored.

##

## Data input is in 'x-omponent y-omponent z-omponent' triples,

## ordered with x inremented first, then y, and finally z.

#

# Begin: data text

1000 0 0 724.1 0. 700.023

578.5 500.4 -652.36

<...data omitted for brevity...>

252.34 -696.42 -671.81

# End: data text

# End: segment

Figure 5: Commented OVF sample �le.
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16.3.2 The OVF 0.0 format

The OVF 0.0 format is a simple ASCII format supporting irregularly sampled data. It is

intended as an aid for importing data from non-OOMMF programs, and is bakwards om-

patible with the format used for problem submissions for the �rst �Mag standard problem

8

.

Users of previous releases of OOMMF may reognize the OVF 0.0 format by its previous

name, the Simple Vetor Field (SVF) format. It ame to the attention of the OOMMF

developers that the �le extension .svf was already registered in several MIME systems

to indiate the Simple Vetor Format

9

, a vetor graphis format. To avoid onit, we

have stopped using the name Simple Vetor Field format, although OOMMF software still

reognizes and reads SVF �les, and you may still �nd example �les and other referenes to

the SVF format.

A sample OVF 0.0 �le is shown in Fig. 6. Any line beginning with a `#' harater is a

omment, all others are data lines. Eah data line is a whitespae separated list of 6 elements:

the x, y and z omponents of a node position, followed by the x, y and z omponents of the

�eld at that position. Input ontinues until the end of the �le is reahed.

It is reommended (but not required) that the �rst line of an OVF �le be

# OOMMF: irregular mesh v0.0

This will aid automati �le type detetion. Also, three speial (extended) omments in OVF

0.0 �les are reognized by mmDisp:

## File: <filename or extended filename>

## Boundary-XY: <boundary vertex pairs>

## Grid step: <ell dimension triple>

All these lines are optional. The \File" provides a preferred (possibly extended) �lename

to use for display identi�ation. The \Boundary-XY" line spei�es the ordered verties of a

bounding polygon in the xy-plane. If given, mmDisp will draw a frame using those points

to ostensibly indiate the edges of the simulation body. Lastly, the \Grid step" line provides

three values representing the average x, y and z dimensions of the volume orresponding to

an individual node (�eld sample). It is used by mmDisp to help sale the display.

Note that the data setion of an OVF 0.0 �le takes the simple form of olumns of ASCII

formatted numbers. Columns of whitespae separated numbers expressed in ASCII are easy

to import into other programs that proess numerial datasets, and are easy to generate,

so the OVF 0.0 �le format is useful for exhanging vetor �eld data between OOMMF and

8

http://www.tms.nist.gov/~rdm/stdprob 1.html

9

http://www.softsoure.om/svf/
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# OOMMF irregular mesh v0.0

## File: sample.ovf

## Boundary-XY: 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0

## Grid step: .25 .5 0

# x y z m_x m_y m_z

0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.35537 0.93472 -0.00000

0.01 1.00 0.01 -0.18936 0.98191 -0.00000

0.01 1.99 0.01 -0.08112 0.99670 -0.00000

0.50 0.50 0.01 -0.03302 0.99945 -0.00001

0.99 0.05 0.01 -0.08141 0.99668 -0.00001

0.75 1.50 0.01 -0.18981 0.98182 -0.00000

0.99 1.99 0.01 -0.35652 0.93429 -0.00000

Figure 6: Example OVF 0.0 �le.

non-OOMMF programs. Furthermore, the data setion of an OVF 0.0 �le is onsistent with

the data setion of an OVF 1.0 �le that has been saved as an irregular mesh using text data

representation. This means that even though OOMMF software now writes only the OVF

1.0 format for vetor �eld data, simple interhange of vetor �eld data with other programs

is still supported.
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